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Science can tell us how to do many things, but it can not tell us what ought to be
done.
-Author Unknown

Everywhere you look in science, the harder it becomes to understand the universe
without God.
-Robert Herrmann
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Abstract
The Advanced Multi-Physics (AMP) Fuel Performance Code is a fully coupled,
3-dimensional (3D) code currently in development at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) for the purposes of advanced fuel performance evaluation and
simulation. The purpose of this study was to investigate and examine the capabilities
of AMP, as developed so far, in thermo-mechanical evaluations of experimental
benchmark data.

The IFA-432 and IFA-597 datasets from the Nuclear Energy

Agency’s (NEA) International Fuel Performance Experiments (IFPE) database were
examined, and a code-to-code comparison made against FRAPCON-3.4, a one
dimensional (1D) code used by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for fuel
licensing. AMP was found to predict centerline temperatures consistent with the
experimental measurements and the FRAPCON code, in range and behavior for the
initial irradiation steps of the datasets. This was in spite of lacking implementation
of all the physics inherent to nuclear fuel. The results of this study show that AMP
has the promise of more accurate and robust fuel evaluations as the development of
the code progresses.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Advance Multi-Physics (AMP) fuel performance code is a fully 3-dimensional
multi-physics framework to evaluate the behavior of nuclear fuel systems, from pellet
level to multi-pin and multi-assembly in scale. The code is currently in development
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory National Laboratory (ORNL) and funded by the
Nuclear Energy Advanced Modeling and Simulation (NEAMS) program of the U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Energy.
As AMP is developed, more of the physics that determine and affect the physical
state of nuclear fuel in a reactor are being incorporated. These physics are all
interdependent and important for accurately predicting and characterizing the state
of the fuel. The purpose of this thesis was to develop a validation of the AMP code,
as it stands, with two leading experimental benchmarks, and with a code-to-code
comparison against FRAPCON-3.4 (hereafter referred to as FRAPCON).
Analysis of the Halden irradiation experiments [30] IFA-432, and IFA-597mox was
conducted using FRAPCON [22] , and AMP.
Each experiment was chosen for a specific purpose:
• IFA-432: nominal operating conditions with traditional UO2 fuel and zirconium
cladding with various gap thicknesses to measure gap heat transfer and pelletclad interaction.
1

• IFA-597mox: nominal operating conditions and power ramps with mixed-oxide
(MOX) fuel and traditional cladding to measure the performance of MOX fuel.
This study is by no means complete and will serve as a base evaluation for AMP.
As the code is further developed, these cases will be revisited, with the goal of more
consistently modeling the experimental data and to a better degree than codes with
more simplified physics assumptions.
Chapter 2 of this thesis describes the physics intrinsic to the behavior of nuclear
fuel and the differences in the approaches taken to model them traditionally and
with the advent of advanced fuel modeling software. The experimental data used to
assess AMP is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 introduces both the FRAPCON,
which was used as a basis from which to compare AMP, and AMP nuclear fuel
performance codes. The results of the code-to-code comparison and the code-toexperiment comparisons are presented in Chapter 5 with code input and output files
given in Appendices B and C, respectively. Chapter 6 presents conclusions on AMP’s
performance and future work. A short description of some of the challenges inherent
with assessing a computer code that is currently in development is shared in Appendix
A.

2

Chapter 2
Background
2.1

The Physics of Nuclear Fuel

The behavior of nuclear fuel is highly complex and interdependent on a multitude
of characteristics, including thermal, mechanical, chemical, material, operational
considerations, core fuel loading conditions, burn-up, etc. These must all be solved in
a manner that accounts for the interactions of these various parameters to accurately
represent the nuclear fuel system. A short review of these processes are given in the
following subsections:

2.1.1

Temperature Dependencies

Temperatures and temperature gradients are relevant parameters for most of the
processes and mechanisms that characterize fuel performance. The Fourier Heat
conduction equation (2.1) governs the temperature distribution in the rod.

ρCp

∂T
= ∇ · k∇T + q 000
∂t

(2.1)

The local temperatures in the system are then dependent on the local material
properties, power density, and time-dependent boundary conditions. These conditions
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include heat transfer coefficients from the rod to the coolant and across the gap from
the pellet to the clad.
The thermal conductivity of Light Water Reactor (LWR) fuel is well studied, with
many correlations having been developed for fuel performance codes. In addition to
temperature, the conductivity has dependencies on porosity, the oxygen-to-metal ratio
(O/M), and the burn-up, all of which introduce uncertainties with modeling.
Heat conduction between the fuel and the clad, (the gap heat transfer coefficient),
is an extremely important factor in determining fuel temperatures.

The gap is

a thermal barrier that decreases in influence with increasing burn-up, but which
becomes increasingly more difficult to quantify, as well. Gap conductance models
depend on temperature, emissivity, gas composition, gas pressure, surface contact
pressure, all of which change with burn-up. [5]

2.1.2

Mechanics

The small strain equation (2.2) governs the mechanical deformations of the fuel system
at static equilibrium for a given body. The symmetric Cauchy stress tensor, local
material density and body forces are represented by σ, ρ, and b, respectively. [3] The
stress tensor is a function of displacements resulting from both elastic and plastic
deformations, thermal expansion, swelling, densification, relocations, and creep due
to temperature, irradiation and stress.

∇ σ + ρb = 0

(2.2)

During initial reactor startups, the fuel pellets fracture as a result of temperature
induced stresses. The pellet fractures both radially and axially, allowing for more
thermal expansion than would occur for a contiguous body. [9] Due to thermal
gradients, the pellets take on a shape called ”hour-glassing”. [2] This is shown in
Figure 2.1a.
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The clad initially creeps in compression due to the coolant pressure. This, in
combination with pellet growth, results in the pellet-clad gap shrinking. The distorted
shape of the pellets causes the first points of contact between the pellets and clad to
be at the interfaces of the pellets. The clad, as it creeps, takes on the profile of the
pellets causing a distinctive ridging similar to the rings on bamboo. [2] This is shown
in Figure 2.1b. While pellet-clad interaction occurs, the axial growth of the pellet
stack will cause a similar axial extension of the cladding. This is enhanced by the
interlocking of the pellets with the clad, axially, because of the pellet hour-glassing
and clad ridging. If the cladding lifts-off of the pellets at some point in the irradiation,
then the axial elongation of the pellets and clad, once again, becomes independent.

(a) Pellet Fracture and ”Hour-Glassing”

(b) Clad Ridging

Figure 2.1: Mechanical Effects [2]
Because the mechanical shape of the system is highly important in predicting
the behavior of the system, the physics that affect the strain of the system must be
properly accounted for, making accurate simulation difficult.

2.1.3

Fission Gas Release (FGR) [5]

Fission gases are the collection of atoms created from the fissioning nuclear fuel with
physical properties of gases, including isotopes of xenon, krypton, cesium, and iodine.
The latter two are volatile solids. The release of these species into the plenum from
the fuel pellets affects clad integrity and heat conduction. The gas increases rod
5

internal pressure, and with increased burn-up can cause an overpressure situation in
which the cladding will lift-off of the pellets, reopening the gap. The presence of
the gas in contact with the cladding can also induce Stress Corrosion Cracking. The
thermal conductivity of xenon and krypton is less than that of the helium fill gas.
Therefore, the release of these species reduces the heat transfer between the pellet
and clad, increasing fuel temperatures.
In the low temperature, low burn-up regime, FGR is weakly dependent on
temperature. Fission gases are released through the recoil of fission products off
of the cladding, and via sputtering; a process by which the slowing fission product
evaporates the volatile fission products captured along a free UO2 surface.
At intermediate temperatures and burn-up, fission gases diffuse from the center of
the pellet via grain boundaries. With increased temperatures, bubbles will nucleate,
grow and interlink, before escaping. The presence of the fission gas at the grain
boundaries causes embrittlement, which increases inter-granular fracture induced by
thermal strain. Power transients after a period of steady-state operation leads to fuel
cracking and release of the trapped fission gases.
At moderate powers, the FGR is increased due to increased diffusion. High burnup causes changes in the micro-structure of the fuel, resulting in grain size reduction.
This in-turn increases fission gas bubble density, allowing for the potential for fission
product super saturation.
The result of these processes, physical changes, and operational occurrences (slow
and fast transients), is the requirement for a versatile model to capture these effects.
The degrees to which these processes are understood or not, contributes to the
difficulty in accurately modeling the fission gas release over the lifetime of the fuel.

2.1.4

Fuel Swelling [5]

The volume of UO2 fuel pellets changes as a function of burn-up. At the beginning
of the fuel life, the pellet shrinks as pores remaining from the fuel sintering
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manufacturing process close. After this, the fuel begins to swell with a monotonic
increase in volume, as more and more fission products are generated. The effect of
this process, is the initial decrease in heat conduction across the gap as the pellet gap
increases. This is followed by an increase in heat conduction as the pellet expands
and the gap shrinks. In the case of a small initial gap, or long irradiation periods,
the pellet can swell such that it comes into contact with the clad, putting stress on
the clad. In extreme cases, the pressure can be great enough to cause clad failure.
The swelling process can be grouped into the four following processes; solid fission
products, fission gas at the atomistic level, fission gas precipitated into intra-granular
bubbles, and fission gas situated on grain boundaries. In early studies, [1] the solid
fission products were found to increase the volume of the fuel by about 0.32% per 1%
FIMA (fissions per initial metal atom)∗ .
A proper model of fuel swelling must take into account local temperatures, burnup, fuel grain size, and operational behavior.

2.1.5

Stress Corrosion Cracking [5]

Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) is a type of pellet-clad-interaction (PCI) failure
that occurs in zirconium alloy claddings subjected to significant power increases.
Four coinciding factors necessary for SCC include sufficient stress, time, a susceptible
material, and specific chemistry.
Stress is induced in the cladding from several sources. The physical deformation of
the UO2 pellets, including hour-glassing and cracking, in combination with cladding
thermal creep, generate stress fields in the clad. Flaws in the cladding also contribute.
These effects, affected by local power levels, are intensified by power ramps and ramp
rates.
Laboratory experiments [6] show that the time to fuel failure due to SCC is
dependent on the chemical conditioning processes required for the formation of
∗

1% FIMA = 10 MWd/kgU
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incipient cracks and the propagation time for the cracks to grow through the clad
wall thickness.
The irradiation of the cladding reduces the improvements of any one alloy in yield
strength, texture, residual stresses, stress ratio, and stress state in resistance to SCC.
Therefore, protective lubricating and chemical barrier layers have been applied to
the inside of clad tubing in BWR’s and CANDU fuel. These have been effective in
reducing, but not eliminating the occurrence of SCC, especially after large power
ramps.
Experiments show that iodine is probably the dominant chemically-active species
that contributes to SCC. Time to failure has been found to be dependent on the
chemical form of iodine. [5] Cesium and cadmium are other potential cracking agents.
All of these factors contribute to the difficulty in predicting when and where SCC
will occur. However, the ability to predict SCC is an important need in determining
fuel performance for new and experimental fuels and for validating and licensing high
burn-up fuel operation.

2.1.6

Water Chemistry [5]

Corrosion buildup on the outside of the clad reduces the transfer of heat to the
coolant, thereby increasing fuel centerline temperatures. This is usually from the
buildup of an oxide layer with low thermal conductivity (2.3). While water chemistry
is not generally explicitly solved as part of the multiple physics evaluated, corrosion
and water chemistry coupled models should be implemented that show the corrosion
over time to accurately capture the lifetime effects on temperature.

2 H2 O + Zr −→ 2 H2 + ZrO2
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(2.3)

2.2

Traditional Fuel Performance

Traditional fuel performance is largely based on empirical formulas that capture the
over arching trends in different fuel behaviors, such as FGR, fuel swelling, fuel creep
and clad creep. The driving goal has been to create acceptable failure margins
for nuclear fuel under steady-state and transient conditions. Such criteria as clad
oxidation, peak clad temperature, and energy deposition density into the fuel pellet
are used as acceptable limits which allow engineers to use purely empirical, zero and
one dimensional fuel behavior codes, instead of higher fidelity simulations. This allows
for a focus on reactor physics and thermal hydraulics, by the engineers, but results in
high uncertainty, incorrect sensitivity against certain parameters, and an inability to
extrapolate outside the tested conditions from which the empiricism was derived. [11]
Some of the traditional fuel performance codes include FRAPCON, which will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, developed at Pacific Northwest National Lab,
FRAPTRAN, a transient version of FRAPCON, TRANSURANUS, developed by
the European Institute for Transuranium Elements, COSMOS, developed by KAERI
(South Korea), FRED, developed by the Kurchatov Institute (Russia), FEMAXIV developed by SCK·CEN (Belgium), and START-3 devolped by VNIINM-Bochvar
(Russia). [29]
Each of these codes has strengths, as well as limitations with modeling the nuclear
fuel system. For example, COSMOS, was designed for high burn-up, LWR UO2 and
MOX fuel for steady-state and transient conditions. The code includes a feature
which allows it to fuel segments re-fabricated from base-irradiated fuel, [13] which is
a benefit when modeling many of the international experimental datasets. However,
the code’s focus is on predicting centerline temperature and fission gas release, and
mechanics is minimally implemented.
Many of the codes are 1-dimensional or what is sometimes referred to as 1 21 -D. [24]
The assumption of azimuthal symmetry, and no axial heat transfer is made. 1-D
calculations in temperature are made at various elevations and then linked via shared
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properties, such as plenum pressure and coolant heat transfer. [14] These codes also
use many correlations, that are empirically derived for parameters such as BU profiles
and power shapes in the pellets. Various degrees of empiricism is implemented in the
models for the various physical phenomena. This limits the confidence for the results
of the codes to analyses of problems similar to those from which the models were
derived.
Of additional concern, is the fact that these codes model single rods. Under
normal reactor operation, each fuel rod does not behave completely independent of
those surrounding it. This is apparent in the non-antisymmetric behavior of fuel
assembly distortion.

2.3

Advanced Fuel Modeling

Nuclear capacity around the world has increased on average by 1.5% per year since
1986 and by almost twice that in nuclear electricity generation. This is in large part
because of the advances in fuel performance and reliability, and increased capacity
factors with existing plants. [4] With reactor residence times of up to six years, the
average fuel burn-up has doubled since 1970. This leads to the necessity of accurately
predicting fuel and material behaviors in order to reduce the frequency of fuel failures
in the reactor.
Some of the current nuclear industry fuel performance issues (as expressed by
TVA, the Tennessee Valley Authority) include: [17]
1. Grid-to-Rod Fretting: Flow induced vibrations in the fuel rod and/or spacer
grid cause holes to be worn through at the contact area between the grid spring
and rod.
2. Crud Deposition with Accelerated Corrosion: Crud deposits preferentially in
the upper region of the core due to local sub-cooled nucleate boiling, entrapping
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boron. This measurably alters the neutron flux increasing power in the lower
portion of the core.
3. Missing Pellet PCI Failure: A defect introduced during pellet manufacturing
causes additional stresses in the unsupported region of the pellet causing
cladding fractures during control rod maneuvering and power ramping.
4. Fuel Assembly and Fuel Channel Distortion: Irradiation induced creep and
growth, in combination with applied loads, burn-up gradients in the core, and
asymmetric corrosion effects leads to the physical warping of fuel assemblies,
which can impede the movement of control rods and control blades.
Figure 2.2 gives visual examples of the four failure modes described above.
Under the traditional fuel performance modeling scheme, these types of failures
cannot be modeled beyond the limits of the empirical fits, and in general, can not
be modeled at all. One of the major drives for advanced fuel performance code
development is to completely model a nuclear reactor, with 3-dimensional detail, to
allow for the predictive capability for these and other fuel failure modes. This includes
modeling the fuel from the atomistic level up to assembly level and to full core level.
Indeed, the Consortium for Advanced Simulation of Light Water Reactors
(CASL) has been established by the DOE for the development of VERA (Virtual
Environment for Reactor Applications). This environment will consolidate sciencebased models, state-of-the-art numerical methods, and modern computational science
and engineering practices. State-of-the-art fuel performance, neutronics, thermalhydraulics, and structural models with existing tools for systems and safety analysis
will all be coupled. [4]
The long term goals for advanced fuel performance codes include predicting fuel
performance above the burn-up range typical for current fuel irradiation practices.
This is important for reducing nuclear waste by increasing fuel residence time in
reactors, predicting fuel failures, and predicting the behavior of new experimental
fuels without the need for expensive and time consuming physical experimentation.
11

(a) Grid-to-Rod Fretting

(b) Crud Corrosion

(c) Missing Pellet Surface

(d) Fuel Assembly Distortion

Figure 2.2: Fuel Failure Mechanisms [17]
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Current advanced fuel modeling codes in development include PLEIADES/
ALCYONE at the French Atomic Energy Commission , [25,26] BISON at Idaho
National Laboratory, [19] BACO at the Argentine Atomic Energy Commission, [15] and
AMP at ORNL, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. These codes
use parallel computing frameworks, 3-dimensional representations of the fuel system,
as well as, various levels of first principle physics to reduce the amount of empiricism
and increase the range of applicability of the codes.
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Chapter 3
Validation Case Studies
The International Fuel Performance Experiments (IFPE) database was born of a high
priority action by the Task Force on Scientific Issues of Fuel Behaviour established
by the NEA Nuclear Science Committee (NSC) in 1993. The task force identified
the need for a database of well characterized experiments, available internationally,
to support fuel model development and validation efforts. [28]
The work for the IFPE database is comprised of acquiring data through
collaboration with originators, compiling the data into an agreed upon format, peer
reviewing the data by independent expert reviewers, and integrating and indexing
the data, with supporting materials electronically into the IFPE database. [16]
The goal of the database was such that it would be applicable to all commercially
operated thermal reactors. The data originates from power reactor irradiations, with
characterization of the fuel before and after irradiation, and test reactor experiments
with real-time instrumentation and post irradiation examination (PIE). The database
includes normal and off-normal behavior, but not accident conditions, such as melting
and/or geometry loss. Data, depending on the source, can include information on fuel
temperatures, fission gas release, dimensional changes such as fuel swelling, clad creepdown and ridging, oxide thickness, hydrogen pickup, and mechanical interactions. [16]
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Two experimental data sets were chosen to compare the AMP code against. These
were chosen based on the type of data collected, irradiation history, and material type.
A description of each experiment is given in the sections that follow.

3.1

IFA-597mox

The purpose of the IFA-597mox experiments was to observe the fission gas release
and thermal behavior of mixed oxide (MOX) fuel. [12] Included in this experiment was
the exploration of the potential differences in fuel behavior as affected by annular
pellets. Therefore, the database contains data for two rods, which were equipped
with a thermocouple and pressure bellows transducer.

The specific information

provided in the database includes clad temperatures at four axial locations, the
centerline temperature at the thermocouple, BU, and rod internal pressure, all as
a function of irradiation time. It should be noted that the clad surface temperatures
are experimentally calculated values based upon the Jens-Lotts correlation and were
not directly measured.
Rod 1 consisted of solid pellets with several annular pellets at the top of the rod
providing space for the thermocouple. Rod 2 consisted of all annular pellets. The rods
were irradiated in spurts from July 1997 to January 2002. The rods were operated at
a low enough power rating to preclude FGR by surrounding them with UO2 rods in
the reactor. At about 10 GWd/MT(MOX), the power rating was increased to induce FGR
for study. After an additional power uprating at about 22-27 GWd/MT(MOX), additional
neighboring UO2 rods were added in order to reduce the specific power of the MOX
rods.
Table 3.1 provides the as-fabricated information on both rods in the database.
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Table 3.1: IFA-597mox Pellet and Clad Specifications [12]
Dimension
Fuel rod length, mm
Length of drilled section, mm
Pellet inner radius, mm

3.2

Rod 1

Rod 2

224

220

43

220

0.9/0.0

Pellet outer radius, mm

4.025

Pellet length, mm

10.5

Dishing depth, mm

0.26

Land width, mm

5.3

Chamfer height, mm

0.15

Chamfer width, mm

0.3

Cladding inner radius, mm

4.11

Cladding outer radius, mm

4.75

0.9

IFA-432

The IFA-432 experiments include data for five rods. Rods 1 and 6 were in the Halden
reactor [21] from December 1975 to June 1982 and irradiated to an average burnup (BU) of 34

GWd/MT(UO2 )∗ .

Rods 2, 3, and 5 were in the reactor from December

1975 to May 1984 and irradiated to an average BU of 44

GWd/MT(UO2 ). [27]

Rod 4

contained xenon as a fill gas. Subsequently, it was not added to the database. Online temperature measurements were taken via centerline thermocouples in each rod.
Plenum pressure data was obtained via pressure transducers for the majority of the
rod irradiation periods. Additionally, rod elongation measurements were obtained
throughout the irradiation.

∗

The traditional unit for BU is GWd/MTU (gigaWatt-days per metric tonne of initial Uranium),
however, the dataset does not follow tradition, instead using gigaWatt-days per metric tonne of
initial Uranium Oxide.
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The specific data provided in the NEA database for this experiment include
(throughout the irradiation) rod-average power, clad temperature and linear heat
generation rate (LHGR) at three locations on the rods, and the lower thermocouple
temperature measurements. Again, it should be noted that the clad temperature was
calculated based upon the Jens-Lotts correlation and was not directly measured.
For transient analysis, the database contains thermocouple data for rods 1, 3, and
5 after two reactor scrams (rapid shut down). In addition, the database contains
several collections of processed data, including:
1. thermocouple measurements as a function of BU at given values of LHGR
2. thermocouple measurements as a function of LHGR at given values of BU
3. clad elongation for rods 2, 3, and 6 as a function of power and BU
The pellet and clad geometry information for the experiments is given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: IFA-432 Experiment Pellet Specifications [27]
Rod
Dimension

1

2

3

5

6

10.42

10.42

10.42

10.09

10.42

13

13

13

13

13

Pellet Outer Diameter, mm 10.67

10.52

10.85

10.67

10.67

Pellet Density, g/cc
Pellet Length, mm

Clad ID, mm

10.9

10.9

10.9

10.9

10.9

Clad OD, mm

12.78

12.78

12.78

12.78

12.78

0.23

0.38

0.08

0.23

0.23

577.9

571

570.2

578.7

576.2

Gap Diameter, mm
Fuel Height, mm

Note: Pellets 1, 2, and 3 were stable pellets with grain sizes between 2-70 microns.
Pellet 5 was a stable pellet with grain sizes between 5-20 microns.
Pellet 6 was an unstable pellet† with grain sizes of 2-10 microns.
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Rods 2, 3, and 6 had different initial pellet-clad gap distances (380, 50, and 230
µm, respectively) and the experimental database contains data for the axial elongation
(integrated axial strain times the initial length) of each of these rods. This data was
compiled as a function of average LHR at certain intervals of BU (rather than time),
thus several interpolations are required to compare the experimental data on a time
history basis with the fuel performance codes. These interpolations are reported in
Phillippe et al. [23] . Table 3.3 shows the ranges of BU for which elongation data was
provided.
Table 3.3: BU Ranges for Clad Elongation Data
BU ranges given (GWd/MT(UO2 ))
Rod 2
Rod 3
Rod 6

1
2
3
4
4.6 - 4.95 6.1 - 7.9 14.9 - 15.9 28.4 - 29.9
0.02 - 0.624 4.7 - 5.5 10.9 - 11.4 14.8 16.0
4.8 - 5.6
6.3 - 8.3 15.7 - 16.8 20.3 - 21.6

†

“Unstable pellet” was not elaborated upon in the documentation. Therefore it was taken to
mean that in some way, via the pellet manufacturing process, the pellet is expected to behave in an
atypical fashion. This behavior could be in fission gas release, swelling, etc.
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Chapter 4
Introduction to Software
Computational science as a field has increased in importance in the scientific and
engineering fields, especially in the last decade or two. Advances in computational
algorithms, computer hardware, and large distributed computational platforms has
allowed for large scale simulations with millions of unknowns, fine detail resolution
and highly coupled non-linear systems. [20] The nuclear industry has used computer
simulation from its inception, and highly relies on it for the design and operation of
nuclear reactors. Computer models in the nuclear field include both stochastic and
deterministic models for the simulation of neutronics, thermal-hydraulics, mechanics,
uncertainty quantification, criticality safety, and more. These codes are also used in
licensing and experimenting with new designs and techniques cheaply and quickly, as
compared with traditional, direct experimental methods.
FRAPCON and AMP are two such nuclear codes for the quantification of nuclear
fuel performance. The former is used by the NRC for the licensing of nuclear power
plants, while the latter is currently in development.

4.1

FRAPCON

FRAPCON is a nuclear fuel performance code developed for the NRC by Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory for calculating steady-state fuel behavior up to a
19

burn-up of 62

GWd/MTU.

The code uses a single-channel coolant enthalpy rise model,

a finite difference heat conduction model, and variable mesh spacing to accommodate
the power peaking at the pellet edge at high burn-up. [10]

Figure 4.1: FRAPCON Meshing Scheme [10]
The finite difference approximation of the heat conduction equation for the mth
interior node used by FRAPCON [10] is given below:
s
s
v
v
(Tm−1 − Tm )klm δlm
+ (Tm+1 − Tm )krm δrm
= Pf P (Qlm δlm
+ Qrm δrm
)

(4.1)

where,
Tm

=

Temperature of the mth node

klm , krm

=

Thermal conductivity of the cell to the left and right,
respectively, of the mth node

s
s
δlm
, δrm

=

Surface-gradient weighted spatial finite-difference
approximations for the left and right cells, of the mth node

v
v
δlm
, δrm

=

Volume-gradient weighted spatial finite-difference
approximations for the left and right cells, of the mth node

Pf

=

Axial Power factor

P

=

Power function derived from linear heat generation rate

Qlm , Qrm =

a radial position dependent function, for the left and
right cells, respectively, of the mth node
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FRAPCON-3.4 has been validated for Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs), Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs), and Heavy Water Boiling Reactors (HBWRs). The
fuel types that have been validated with the code include uranium dioxide (UO2 ),
mixed oxide (MOX), urania-gadolinia (UO2 + Gd2 O3 ), and UO2 with Integral Fuel
Burnable Absorber (IFBA) coatings of zirconia-borate (ZrB2 ). The cladding types
include Zircaloy-2, Zircaloy-4, M5 c , and ZIRLO c . FRAPCON can predict axial
and radial temperature distributions in the fuel and cladding, rod internal pressure,
fission gas released from the fuel, cladding axial and hoop strain, and corrosion and
hydriding of the cladding. [10]
As a steady-state analysis code, FRAPCON is applicable to situations in which
problem boundary conditions and source terms (power) change at a sufficiently slow
rate. The following are the other major limitations of the code (acknowledged by the
developers):
1. “The current code is limited to modeling fuel consisting of UO2 pellets in
zirconium alloy cladding with a gas gap under light and heavy water reactor
conditions. Input parameters for other fuel forms (such as metal fuels) and other
reactor coolants (such as liquid sodium) are not available, and model changes
may be required to accommodate them. The code has been validated up to a
rod-average burn-up of 62

GWd/MTU,

although the code should give reasonable

predictions for burn-up beyond this level. Also, the code is not validated beyond
the fuel or cladding melting temperature. If melting of the fuel or the cladding
occurs, the code will stop.” [10] (Page 1.2)
2. “The thermal models of the code are based on steady-state conditions and
equations, and calculate only radial heat flow.

This assumption is valid

for modeling a typical fuel rod (i.e., with a large length-to-diameter ratio).
Similarly, the gas release models are based on steady-state and slow power
ramp data and do not reflect release rates expected for rapid power changes.
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Therefore, time steps should be no less than 0.1 day but no greater than 50
days.” [10] (Page 1.2)
3. “Only small cladding deformations (< 5 percent strain) are meaningfully
calculated by FRAPCON-3.4. All of the thermal and mechanics modeling
assumes an axi-symmetric fuel rod with no axial constraints. These assumptions
are reasonable for modeling an LWR fuel rod”, under normal operation, but
cannot be used for rod or assembly bowing analysis. [10] (Page 1.2)
4. “The code’s ability to predict cladding strains resulting from pellet-cladding
mechanical interaction has been assessed against power ramp data. FRAPCON3.4 has been found to slightly over predict cladding strain up to a burn-up of
about 45

GWd/MTU.

The limited high burn-up data suggests that FRAPCON-

3.4 may under predict the cladding strain during power ramps at high burn-up
(i.e. > 55

GWd/MTU)

for hold times greater than 30 minutes.” [10] (Page 1.2)

There are certain limits built into FRAPCON that restrict how much information
can be provided.

The most significant limitations related to this study are for

controlling the number of time steps (max ≤ 400) and the number of temperature and
power distributions (max ≤ 20). The limitation in the number of axial regions (max
≤ 18) restricts the level of elevation refinement possible for calculating variations in
problem parameters. More detail for providing input to FRAPCON can be found
in Geelhood et al. [10] and with regards to the two IFA experiments mentioned in
Chapter 3, in Phillippe et al. [23]

4.2

AMP

The AMP Nuclear Fuel Performance code is currently in development at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory under the auspices of the Nuclear Energy Advanced Modeling
and Simulation (NEAMS) program of the Advanced Modeling and Simulation Office
(AMSO) in the DOE Office of Nuclear Energy.
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AMP is a 3-dimensional, multi-physics analysis code that uses state-of-the-art
solution methods and validated nuclear fuel models to simulate normal operation and
anticipated operational occurrences of nuclear fuel. The code uses existing validated
material models from traditional codes and the SCALE/ORIGEN-S code. Thermomechanics and fuel chemistry can be solved as either time-dependent or quasi-static
with the option of operator-split or fully-coupled solutions at each time step. [3]
AMP’s thermo-chemical-mechanical solver has the capability for thermo-mechanical
contact. Models for material properties, depletion, heat generation, and convective
heat transfer are incorporated and similar to those found in FRAPCON and SCALE.
As AMP is developed, these models can and will be replaced with newer models based
on first-principles instead of empirical data.
At present, AMP contains the following, in-order to model the physics associated
with nuclear fuel: [3]
• a neutron-flux derived fission and gamma heat source
• incremental elastic-plastic mechanics within solid bodies, but neglecting mechanical stresses between bodies mechanics models for thermal expansion,
irradiation induced densification and swelling, relocation, and temperature-,
irradiation, and stress-induced creep
• time-dependent non-linear thermal diffusion within solid bodies and approximate heat transfer between solid bodies
• steady-state, 1-dimensional, single phase coolant heat removal
• time-dependent oxygen transport within the fuel
• nonlinear material properties for UO2 , MOX, U-Zr, U-Pu-Zr, Na, H2 O, and He
• nonlinear and linear solvers
• implicit and explicit time integrators
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Since AMP is still in development, there are still significant fuel physics processes
that have yet to be implemented, including the following:
• chemistry
• mechanical contact and fracture
• multidimensional flow and neutronics,
• grain level physics
• a two-stage fission gas release model
• a time-dependent gap heat conduction model
Physics will be incrementally included in AMP which will improve and enhance
the code’s ability to accurately model historical data and predict the behavior of
advanced fuels, materials, etc.
To model the IFA experiments, several modeling approximations were made with
AMP. The gap heat transfer and clad-to-coolant heat transfer coefficients do not
currently update with time. They are specified by the user and fixed for the length
of the simulation. Therefore, the coefficients were obtained from the FRAPCON
simulations. Depending on the AMP simulation, either the values for the first time
step were used, or an average of the values over the length of the simulation.
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Chapter 5
Results
This chapter shows the results of both AMP and FRAPCON modeling the IFA-432
and IFA-597 rod irradiation experiments. Specifically, attention is paid to how close
AMP simulates the experimental results, and how it compares to the 1-D FRAPCON
computer code, which is used for licensing purposes by the NRC. The process by
which inputs were generated for the FRAPCON simulations, are reported in Phillippe
et al. [23]
In order to present the data in a cohesive and understandable manner, the results
are broken down by the irradiation campaign, by specific rod number, and then by
the software, i.e., FRAPCON and AMP.

5.1

Modeling Considerations

Four analyses were performed with FRAPCON for each rod. The boundary conditions
(BCs) on the outside surface of the cladding, as well as the pellet geometry used are
given below:
1. All solid-fuel using the power profile, but a fixed (axially) outer clad surface
temperature (Dirichlet BC)
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2. All annular-fuel using the power profile, but a fixed (axially) outer clad surface
temperature (Dirichlet BC)
3. All solid-fuel using the power and temperature profile specified (Robin BC∗ )
4. All annular-fuel using the power and temperature profile specified (Robin BC)
The Dirichlet BC for the clad outer temperature was set as the nominal coolant
temperature of the Halden reactor, 513.15 K. The Robin BC was specified in
FRAPCON by applying the temperature of the clad axially to that specified in
the experimental data sets. The clad outer temperatures were calculated by the
experimenters at Halden by the use of the Jens-Lotts correlation, which relates heat
flux with the ∆T from clad to Tsat and the coolant pressure. [7] In FRAPCON, because
of the presence of an oxidation model, the Dirichlet BC is actually applied to the
outside of an oxide layer, which is not initially present, but develops with time.
In the following sections, the abbreviations given in Table 5.1 are used designating
the characteristics of the model simulation, the last four of which are unique to AMP
simulations.
Table 5.1: Modeling Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Geometry

BC

Note

NEA
hd
sd
hr
sr
hda
sda
hra
sra

annular
solid
annular
solid
annular
solid
annular
solid

Dirichlet
Dirichlet
Robin
Robin
Dirichlet
Dirichlet
Robin
Robin

∗

Designates experimental data
AMP uses initial FRAPCON Hef f †
AMP uses initial FRAPCON Hef f
AMP uses initial FRAPCON Hef f ’s
AMP uses initial FRAPCON Hef f ’s
AMP uses averaged FRAPCON Hef f
AMP uses averaged FRAPCON Hef f
AMP uses averaged FRAPCON Hef f ’s
AMP uses averaged FRAPCON Hef f ’s

While not technically setting a “Robin BC”, outside clad temperatures are set based on the
Jens-Lotts correlation. These simulations are comparable to the actual Robin BC simulations with
AMP.
†
Hef f refers to the gap heat transfer coefficient and clad to coolant heat transfer coefficient for
the Robin simulations and only to the gap coefficient for the Dirichlet simulations.
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The experimental data for each rod is represented below with 100 K error bars. In
fuel performance analysis, and thermal calculations in general, predicting a centerline
temperature within 100 degrees of the target is considered an acceptable result. [8,29]
There are uncertainties in the experimental measurements of temperatures and even
irradiation conditions, including power. The documentation with the IFA-432 data [27]
states that the reported powers are recorded with an error of ± 0.5

kW/m.

The IFA-

597mox experiments are reported to have a 5% uncertainty in recorded powers at
the beginning of the irradiation that increases to a 10% uncertainty at the end of
the irradiation. [29] These factors contribute to uncertainty in accurately modeling the
experiment.
Thermocouple uncertainty also contributes to the uncertainty of the final measurements. This is not specified in the documentation. A look at some modern
thermocouple experiments in quantifying thermocouple uncertainties suggest a 2-3%
uncertainty. [18] A majority of this is due to installation of the thermocouple itself. The
thermocouples in the Halden reactor were from the 70’s and in a harsh environment.
A larger uncertainty, in the range of 5% could therefore be expected. [8] Due to these
factors, the 100K target area bounding the experimental data is reasonable.

5.2

Conservation of Energy

Based upon the Fourier heat conduction equation (2.1), certain behaviors are expected
in the results of the simulations.
The predicted clad outer surface temperatures should be either what was specified
by the researcher (Dirichlet BC), or a result of the specified heat flux to the coolant
(Robin BC) (see equation 5.1). The change in temperature across the clad, from
outer to inner surfaces, is a function of the total power of the fuel, and the clad’s
thermal conductivity (see equation 5.2). It does not depend upon any other factors,
including the power shape in the fuel or the heat transfer coefficient across the gap.
A comparison of the clad inner surface temperatures simulated by both FRAPCON
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and AMP then should show similar predictions, assuming similar clad conductivities
and power inputs.
The temperature drop across the gap, from the fuel to the clad inner surface, is
a function of the gap heat transfer coefficient and power (see equation 5.3). This
temperature difference is harder to quantify, however, because the gap heat transfer
coefficient is dependent upon various changing parameters, including the gap size.
The centerline temperature is a function of the power, power shape, and thermal
conductivity of the fuel (see equation 5.4).
The predicted temperature of each one of these four regions in the fuel rod is
evaluated below. Centerline and clad outer surface temperatures have experimental
data comparisons with both AMP and FRAPCON, whereas, pellet surface and clad
inner surface temperatures are strictly compared between the codes.

Analytical 1-dimensional solution to Fourier heat conduction equation:
Ts = Tcoolant +

∆Tclad =

q0
2πrclad

outer hw

q 0 rclad inner
rclad outer
ln
2πrf uel kclad rclad inner

∆Tgap =

q0
2πrclad

∆Tf uel =

inner hgap−c

q0
4πkf uel

where,
T

=

Temperature

Ts

=

Clad outer surface temperature

r

=

Radius

q0

=

linear heat generation rate

k

=

Thermal conductivity

hw

=

Heat transfer coefficient to coolant
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(5.1)

(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)

hgap−c

5.3

=

Clad side gap heat transfer coefficient

IFA-597mox

The following section details the results obtained with FRAPCON and AMP in
modeling rods 1 and 2 of the IFA-597 irradiation campaign.

These rods were

constructed with MOX fuel, and so are a good test for the capabilities of AMP with
nontraditional fuel. The suffix of “mox” is assigned to IFA-597 to differentiate the
MOX rods from the traditional UO2 rods also in the IFA-597 experimental campaign.
The thermal results are shown for the first 20 irradiation steps of the experimental
data, as well as, for the entire irradiation history. A comparison of the effect of the
power shape profile on centerline temperature is also demonstrated.
Rod 1 was constructed with solid pellets, except where the thermocouple was
placed at the top. Rod 2, on the other hand, was constructed of all annular pellets.
When modeling fuel rods, both FRAPCON and AMP are limited to one fuel mesh
type, either annular or solid (this limitation in AMP will be removed after further
development). It is generally accepted that modeling the experiments as completely
annular will result in better centerline temperature predictions, while modeling the
experiments with solid pellets results in better mechanics predictions. [8] Both meshing
types were used for rod 1, however, the meshing limitation was not applicable to rod
2.
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5.3.1

Rod 1

Figure 5.1 gives the power history for the irradiation of rod 1. Both the first 20 steps
and the entire rod history are shown.

(a) First 20 Irradiation Steps

(b) Entire Irradiation

Figure 5.1: Power History for IFA-597 Rod 1 at Thermocouple

Clad Outer Temperature
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the FRAPCON and AMP clad outer surface temperatures.
The Dirichlet BC in AMP is apparent by the flat line at 513.15 K. FRAPCON’s
Dirichlet BC shows up as a line beginning at 513.15 K, but increasing with time.
As stated above, this is due to the presence of an oxide accumulation mode in
FRAPCON, whereby the BC is applied to the outside of a low thermally conductive
layer. The Robin BC temperatures more closely match those predicted by the JensLotts correlation used by the experimenters. The presence of the oxide model is also
evident for this BC as well.
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Figure 5.2: FRAPCON Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-597 Rod 1

Figure 5.3: AMP Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-597 Rod 1
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Figure 5.4 shows a combined plot of both the AMP and FRAPCON results. The
average temperatures over all of the simulations, varies by about 1 K, over the 20
time steps. From the average, there is an approximate spread of ± 9 K. This spread
is expected to carry through to the clad inner surface temperature predictions.

Figure 5.4: COMBINED Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-597 Rod 1
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Clad Inner Surface Temperature
Figure 5.5 shows the clad inner surface temperatures predicted by both FRAPCON
and AMP. The range of AMP data nicely bounds the FRAPCON predictions with
the average of both within 1 K. The range in temperatures for both codes is similar to
the spread in BC temperatures. This confirms that both codes have the same power
output and clad conductivity.

Figure 5.5: Combined Clad Inner Surface Temperature: IFA-597 Rod 1

Pellet Surface Temperature
Figure 5.6 shows the predicted pellet surface temperature from both FRAPCON
and AMP. The range of AMP values is much greater than that of FRAPCON, and
bounds the FRAPCON data for a majority of the irradiation steps. FRAPCON
shows a steady decline in surface temperature from the second irradiation step. The
initial rise in temperature is indicative of the pellet densifying, causing the pelletclad gap to increase in size, and increase the thermal resistance of the gap. The
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decreasing temperature trend is a result of pellet swelling and the resultant shrinkage
in the gap size. This behavior is not captured in AMP, which is using a constant gap
conductance value for each time step.

Figure 5.6: Combined Pellet Surface Temperature: IFA-597 Rod 1

Centerline Temperature
FRAPCON results:
The centerline temperature data predicted by the four FRAPCON evaluations for
the first 20 irradiation periods of rod 1 are shown in Figure 5.7. It can be seen that all
of the evaluations predict a centerline temperature within the 200 K window around
the recorded experimental data, with the exceptions of the solid-Robin simulations
for the first two irradiation steps. The general trend is that modeling the fuel as solid
causes FRAPCON to over predict the centerline temperature, while using an annular
fuel model, causes an under prediction of the temperature.
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Figure 5.7: FRAPCON Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-597 Rod 1

AMP results:
Figure 5.8 shows a comparison of the centerline temperature calculated by the
eight AMP simulations for the first 20 irradiation periods. This evaluation uses the
default diffusion radial power shape created for UO2 fuel. As can be seen, AMP under
predicts the centerline temperature by almost 200 K. Figure 5.9 shows the centerline
predictions by AMP using a flat power profile defined using Zernike polynomials.
With the flat power profile, AMP’s simulations bound the experimentally determined
centerline temperature. The annular pellet simulations predict temperatures within
50 K of the experimental value for all time steps. This lends credence to the Dr. Ott’s
assertion concerning which geometry simulation predicts centerline temperatures
more accurately.
These AMP results show that the radial power shape is definitely an important
factor to be considered in a fuel evaluation, as the difference in the predicted centerline
temperatures between the two power shapes was approximately 150 K on average.
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Figure 5.8: AMP Fuel Centerline Temperature (Diffusion Power Profile): IFA-597
Rod 1

Figure 5.9: AMP Fuel Centerline Temperature (Zernike Power Profile): IFA-597
Rod 1
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The combined plot of both FRAPCON and AMP (Zernike Power Profile) results,
Figure 5.10, shows good agreement for both codes with the experimental results.
The spread in data for AMP is slightly larger than that of FRAPCON, but on
average, more closely follows the measured centerline temperature values. This is
surprising since AMP is just capturing the fluctuations in power and none of the
physics associated with the gap.

Figure 5.10: Combined Fuel Centerline Temperature (Zernike Power Profile): IFA597 Rod 1
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Full Irradiation History
A thermal solve was performed for all 163 irradiation steps of rod 1. Surprisingly
good results were obtained for the length of the simulation and are shown in Figure
5.11. The AMP and FRAPCON values were calculated using both solid and annular
pellets, but only with the Dirichlet condition on the clad outer surface. The flat power
profile was also used by AMP. As can be seen, both FRAPCON and AMP predict
within the target area for the centerline temperature. At the beginning and end of the
irradiation, both codes slightly over predict the centerline temperature while under
predicting it in the middle of the irradiation.

Figure 5.11: Centerline Temperature (Full Irradiation): IFA-597 Rod 1
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5.3.2

Rod 2

Since rod 2 was constructed with all annular pellets, the meshing restrictions of AMP
and FRAPCON were not a consideration for this rod. Therefore, only two types of
FRAPCON simulations were required, annular-Dirichlet, and annular-Robin. Four
AMP simulations were performed:
1. annular-Dirichlet

3. annular-Robin

2. annular-Dirichlet average

4. annular-Robin average

Figure 5.12 gives the power history for the irradiation of rod 2. Both the first 20
steps and the entire rod history are shown.

(a) First 20 Irradiation Steps

(b) Entire Irradiation

Figure 5.12: Power History for IFA-597 Rod 2 at Thermocouple

Clad Outer Temperature
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the FRAPCON and AMP clad outer surface temperatures.
The trends seen with rod 1 hold true for rod 2 as well. Figure 5.15 shows a combined
plot of both the AMP and FRAPCON results. The average temperatures over all of
the simulations, vary by about 1 K, over the 20 time steps. From the average, there is
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an approximate spread of ± 9 K. As before, this spread is expected to directly carry
through to the clad inner surface temperature predictions.

Figure 5.13: FRAPCON Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-597 Rod 2
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Figure 5.14: AMP Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-597 Rod 2

Figure 5.15: COMBINED Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-597 Rod 2
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Clad Inner Surface Temperature
Figure 5.16 shows the clad inner surface temperatures predicted by both FRAPCON
and AMP. The range of the AMP and FRAPCON predictions is consistent with the
range in boundary conditions. However, FRAPCON predicts a higher clad inner
surface temperature than AMP. The AMP simulations have an average temperature
5 K less than FRAPCON for each irradiation step. This suggests that an improper
power is being applied in AMP, that is lower than what is applied in FRAPCON.
This could have been a result of a power conversion issue, but was not determined by
the time of publication.

Figure 5.16: Combined Clad Inner Surface Temperature: IFA-597 Rod 2

Pellet Surface Temperature
Figure 5.17 shows the predicted pellet surface temperature from both FRAPCON and
AMP. FRAPCON shows the same trends as rod 1 with an initial rise in temperature
indicative of pellet densification followed by decreasing temperature due to pellet
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swelling. This behavior is not captured in AMP, which is using a constant gap
conductance value for each time step. Only the power fluctuations are observable.
The magnitude of the pellet surface temperature predicted by AMP is also lower than
FRAPCON, and a result of the low power input. The range of the AMP predictions is
approximately the same as that of the boundary conditions on the clad outer surface.

Figure 5.17: Combined Pellet Surface Temperature: IFA-597 Rod 2

Centerline Temperature
FRAPCON results:
The centerline temperature predicted by the two FRAPCON evaluations for the
first 20 irradiation periods of rod 2 are shown in Figure 5.18. The evaluations predict
centerline temperatures that are near the lower bounds of the experimental data box.
The Robin BC evaluation consistently under predicts the centerline temperature, but
within 100 K. The Dirichlet evaluation falls outside of 100 K after 30 irradiation days.
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Figure 5.18: FRAPCON Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-597 Rod 2

AMP results:
Figure 5.19 shows a comparison of the centerline temperature calculated by the
four AMP simulations for the first 20 irradiation periods with the default diffusion
power shape. As with rod 1, AMP under predicts the centerline temperature by a
large margin, 350 K. Figure 5.20 shows the centerline predictions by AMP using the
flat zernike power profile. The flat power profile increases the centerline temperature,
but AMP still under predicts the centerline temperature by approximately 150 K.
The much lower temperature prediction is a net result of the low power anomaly in
the AMP input, though it is interesting to note that the FRAPCON results for this
rod fall on lower the edge of the simulation target window, as well.
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Figure 5.19: AMP Fuel Centerline Temperature (Diffusion Power Profile): IFA-597
Rod 2

Figure 5.20: AMP Fuel Centerline Temperature (Zernike Power Profile): IFA-597
Rod 2
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The combined plot of both FRAPCON and AMP results, Figure 5.21, shows
that both codes under estimate the centerline temperature. The spread in data for
FRAPCON is tighter than that of AMP, and more closely predicts the centerline
temperature.

Figure 5.21: Combined Fuel Centerline Temperature (Zernike Power Profile): IFA597 Rod 2
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Full Irradiation History
A thermal solve was performed for all 163 irradiation steps of rod 2. The prediction
for centerline temperatures by both FRAPCON and AMP is given in Figure 5.22. The
AMP and FRAPCON values were calculated using annular pellets with the Dirichlet
boundary condition on the clad outer surface. The flat power profile was also used by
AMP. Both codes can be seen to capture the general power trends of the irradiation,
while under predicting the temperature. Towards the later half of the irradiation,
AMP predicts temperatures within the target area. Evidence for the power anomaly
is given by a graph of the clad inner surface temperatures shown in Figure 5.23.
Further investigation is required to determine why the power is so much less than
what it should be.

Figure 5.22: Centerline Temperature (Full Irradiation): IFA-597 Rod 2
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Figure 5.23: Clad Inner Surface Temperature (Full Irradiation): IFA-597 Rod 2
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5.4

IFA-432

The following sections show the results obtained for the IFA-432 experimental datasets
with FRAPCON and AMP. The thermal results are shown for the first 20 irradiation
steps of the experimental data for rods 6, 5, 3, 2, and 1.
Twenty irradiation steps were chosen based on the limitations in FRAPCON,
which restrict the total number of unique power profile histories that can be assigned.
Each experimental rod was constructed in such a way, that it contained solid UO2
fuel pellets with annular pellets at the ends where thermocouples were placed. The
same rules regarding modeling with mixed meshes, established above, apply to these
rods as well. Mixed pellet types can not be modeled, so models were evaluated using
all annular, and all solid pellets.
The boundary conditions and geometry specifications used above, designating a
particular simulation in both AMP and FRAPCON, were again employed for the
UO2 rods.
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5.4.1

Rod 6

Rod 6 was constructed with the control gap size and pellet density, but used an
unstable “pellet” design.
Figure 5.24 gives the power history for the irradiation of rod 6. Both the first 20
steps and the entire rod history are shown.

(a) First 20 Irradiation Steps

(b) Entire Irradiation

Figure 5.24: Power History for IFA-432 Rod 6 at Thermocouple

Clad Outer Temperature
Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show the FRAPCON and AMP clad outer surface temperatures.
The Dirichlet BC in AMP is apparent by the flat line at 513.15 K. FRAPCON’s
Dirichlet BC shows up as a line beginning at 513.15 K, but increasing with time. As
stated above, this is due to the presence of an oxide accumulation mode in FRAPCON.
The Robin BC temperatures more closely match those predicted by the Jens-Lotts
correlation used by the experimenters. The presence of the oxide model is also evident
for this BC as well.
Figure 5.27 shows a combined plot of both the AMP and FRAPCON results. The
average temperatures over all of the simulations, vary between the codes by about
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2-3 K, over the 20 time steps. This is more than for the MOX experiments. From the
average, there is an approximate spread of ± 9 K.This spread is directly attributable
to the difference in boundary conditions, and is expected to directly carry through to
the clad inner surface temperature predictions.

Figure 5.25: FRAPCON Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 6
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Figure 5.26: AMP Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 6

Figure 5.27: COMBINED Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 6
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Clad Inner Surface Temperature
Figure 5.28 shows the clad inner surface temperatures predicted by both FRAPCON
and AMP. The range of the AMP and FRAPCON predictions is consistent with the
range in boundary conditions and the average values are within a few degrees of each
other. This is confirmation that both codes are simulating similar power outputs.

Figure 5.28: Combined Clad Inner Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 6

Pellet Surface Temperature
Figure 5.29 shows the predicted pellet surface temperature from both FRAPCON
and AMP. For the initial time step, both AMP and FRAPCON are in agreement,
which is expected because the gap heat transfer coefficient used in AMP came from
the FRAPCON simulation. However, the trend seen in the MOX rods, with regards
to FRAPCON predicting higher temperatures for a time and then predicting lower
temperatures, consistent with pellet densification and swelling, is not seen. In fact,
the opposite trend is observed!
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After the initial time step, the power increases in the system for two steps, with
FRAPCON predicting an increased gap heat transfer coefficient. AMP continues to
use the original lower value, which results in a higher temperature drop across the gap.
At later time periods, FRAPCON predicts lower gap coefficient values relative to the
initial, due mostly to the power level. This in turn makes the predicted temperature
drop across the gap larger in FRAPCON, and effectively hides the evidence for fuel
densification and swelling that was seen in the MOX rods, where the power level was
relatively flat between irradiation steps.
These results for pellet surface temperature clearly show the need for the
implementation of an updating gap conductance model in AMP.

Figure 5.29: Combined Pellet Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 6
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Centerline Temperature
FRAPCON results:
The centerline temperature predicted by the four FRAPCON evaluations for the
first 20 irradiation periods of rod 6 are shown in Figure 5.30. The evaluations
predict centerline temperatures that bound the experimental data. The solid model
simulations generally predicted at or above the experimental value, whereas the
annular models predicted temperatures below.

Figure 5.30: FRAPCON Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 6

AMP results:
Figure 5.31 shows a comparison of the centerline temperature calculated by the
eight AMP simulations for the first 20 irradiation periods with the default diffusion
power shape. As with the mox rods, AMP under predicts the centerline temperature
by a significant margin, by about 300 K for some simulations. Although the diffusion
shape was designed for UO2 fuel, it was set to the profile expected for mid-life fuel.
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Therefore, simulations were run with the flat Zernike power profile. Figure 5.32 shows
the centerline predictions by AMP for that profile. The flat power profile increases
the centerline temperatures of the AMP simulations, resulting in AMP bounding the
experimentally measured data. For fresh fuel, it appears that a flat power profile is a
better assumption.

Figure 5.31: AMP Fuel Centerline Temperature (Diffusion Power Profile): IFA-432
Rod 6
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Figure 5.32: AMP Fuel Centerline Temperature (Zernike Power Profile): IFA-432
Rod 6
The combined plot of both FRAPCON and AMP (Zernike) results, Figure 5.33,
shows both codes predicting within a few degrees, on average, of the centerline
temperature. The spread in predicted values for FRAPCON is tighter than that
of AMP, however.
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Figure 5.33: Combined Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 6
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5.4.2

Rod 5

Rod 5 was constructed with the control gap size, but with a lower density fuel.
Figure 5.34 gives the power history for the irradiation of rod 5. Both the first 20
steps and the entire rod history are shown.

(a) First 20 Irradiation Steps

(b) Entire Irradiation

Figure 5.34: Power History for IFA-432 Rod 6 at Thermocouple

Clad Outer Temperature
Figures 5.35 and 5.36 show the FRAPCON and AMP clad outer surface temperatures.
The Dirichlet and Robin BCs can be seen for each code, as well as, the effects of
FRAPCON’s oxidation model.
Figure 5.37 shows a combined plot of both the AMP and FRAPCON results. The
average temperatures over all of the simulations, vary between the codes by about
2-3 K, over the 20 time steps, except for the low power periods. From the average,
there is an approximate spread of ± 9 K, which is attributable to the different BC’s
and is like the previous rod.
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Figure 5.35: FRAPCON Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 5

Figure 5.36: AMP Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 5
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Figure 5.37: COMBINED Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 5
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Clad Inner Surface Temperature
Figure 5.38 shows the clad inner surface temperatures predicted by both FRAPCON
and AMP. The range of the AMP and FRAPCON predictions is consistent with
the range in boundary conditions and the average values are within a few degrees
of each other. This is confirmation that both codes are simulating consistent power
outputs. From this point forward variations in pellet surface temperatures should
result directly from the gap heat transfer.

Figure 5.38: Combined Clad Inner Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 5

Pellet Surface Temperature
Figure 5.39 shows the predicted pellet surface temperature from both FRAPCON and
AMP. The temperature predictions between the two codes follow the same trends as
with rod 6. During the initial 30 irradiation days, the FRAPCON predicted gap heat
transfer coefficient is higher than that of the initial time step, except for the low
power step. This results in FRAPCON predicting a smaller temperature drop across
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the gap, than AMP, which is using the initial heat transfer coefficient. Afterwards,
the predicted heat transfer coefficient drops lower than the initial value, causing the
simulated temperature drops to be larger in FRAPCON than in AMP. A comparison
of the gap heat transfer coefficient with the power shows a direct relationship, also
indicating that the model for gap heat conduction depends upon the system power,
in addition to geometry.
These results for pellet surface temperature, again, indicate the need for the
implementation of an updating gap conductance model in AMP.

Figure 5.39: Combined Pellet Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 5

Centerline Temperature
FRAPCON results:
The centerline temperature predicted by the four FRAPCON evaluations for the
first 20 irradiation periods of rod 5 are shown in Figure 5.40. The simulations
predict centerline temperatures that bound the experimental data. The solid model
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simulations generally predicted temperatures above the experimental value, whereas
the annular models predicted temperatures at or below the data.

Figure 5.40: FRAPCON Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 5

AMP results:
Figure 5.41 shows a comparison of the centerline temperature calculated by the
eight AMP simulations for the first 20 irradiation periods with the default diffusion
power shape. As with rod 6, AMP under predicts the centerline temperature by
a significant margin, by about 300 K for some simulations. Figure 5.42 shows the
centerline predictions by AMP with the Zernike flat power profile. Once again, this
results in increased centerline temperature predictions that bound the experimental
data.
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Figure 5.41: AMP Fuel Centerline Temperature (Diffusion Power Profile): IFA-432
Rod 5

Figure 5.42: AMP Fuel Centerline Temperature (Zernike Power Profile): IFA-432
Rod 5
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The combined plot of both FRAPCON and AMP (Zernike) results, Figure 5.43,
shows both codes predicting within a few degrees, on average, of the centerline
temperature for a majority of the time steps. Because the flat power profile resulted
in better estimates of the centerline temperature, the remaining simulations were run
using that power shape.

Figure 5.43: Combined Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 5
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5.4.3

Rod 3

Rod 3 was constructed with a small pellet-to-clad gap and the control pellet density.
Figure 5.44 gives the power history for the irradiation of rod 3. Both the first 20
steps and the entire rod history are shown.

(a) First 20 Irradiation Steps

(b) Entire Irradiation

Figure 5.44: Power History for IFA-432 Rod 6 at Thermocouple

Clad Outer Temperature
Figures 5.45 and 5.46 show the FRAPCON and AMP clad outer surface temperatures.
The Dirichlet and Robin BCs can be seen for each code, as well as, the effects of
FRAPCON’s oxidation model.
Figure 5.47 shows a combined plot of both the AMP and FRAPCON results. The
average temperatures over all of the simulations, vary between the codes by less than
2 K, over the 20 time steps, except for the low power periods. From the average,
there is an approximate spread of ± 9 K, which is attributable to the different BC’s
and is like the previous rods.
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Figure 5.45: FRAPCON Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 3

Figure 5.46: AMP Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 3
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Figure 5.47: COMBINED Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 3

Clad Inner Surface Temperature
Figures 5.48 and 5.49 show the FRAPCON and AMP clad inner surface temperature
predictions, respectively. The latter Robin and Dirichlet BC simulations sit on top of
one another. The clad inner surface temperature is shown to not be dependent upon
the pellet geometry but on the water side BC.
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Figure 5.48: FRAPCON Clad Inner Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 3

Figure 5.49: AMP Clad Inner Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 3
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Figure 5.50 shows the clad inner surface temperatures predicted by both FRAPCON and AMP. The range of the AMP and FRAPCON predictions is consistent
with the range in boundary conditions. However, the average temperatures of the
AMP simulations are about 8 to 10 K lower than the FRAPCON values for all but
the first time step. Because the clad inner surface temperature is dependent only
on power, clad conductivity and the coolant side boundary condition, and the BC
and conductivity are no different than the previous simulations, there must be a
specific issue with the consistency of the power between the FRAPCON and AMP
simulations.
Because of the lower predicted temperatures in AMP, the pellet surface temperature predictions should likewise be lower than FRAPCON’s assuming the same gap
heat transfer coefficient.

Figure 5.50: Combined Clad Inner Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 3
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Pellet Surface Temperature
Figure 5.51 shows the predicted pellet surface temperature from both FRAPCON
and AMP. The first time step is in good agreement, as expected, because the
gap conductance and clad inner surface temperatures match between the codes.
The second and third time steps also agree, for two opposing reasons. The AMP
simulations predict a higher temperature drop across the gap due to using the initial
lower gap heat transfer coefficients than the updated FRAPCON value. This would
result in AMP over prediciting the temperature, but since the clad inner surface
temperature was under predicted in AMP, the net result is agreement between the
codes. All of the other time steps result in FRAPCON prediciting higher temperatures
than AMP, because of the low clad inner surface temperatures in AMP.
More investigation is required to determine why the power inputs agree between
the code for the first time step, but not for the latter steps.

Figure 5.51: Combined Pellet Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 3
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Centerline Temperature
FRAPCON results:
The centerline temperature predicted by the four FRAPCON evaluations for the
first 20 irradiation periods of rod 3 are shown in Figure 5.52. The simulations over
predict centerline temperatures by more than 100 K, for a majority of the time
periods, except for the low power steps, the initial time step and two of the steps
around 50 days.

Figure 5.52: FRAPCON Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 3

AMP results:
Figure 5.53 shows a comparison of the centerline temperature calculated by the
eight AMP simulations for the first 20 irradiation periods with the flat power shape.
Like FRAPCON, AMP over predicts the centerline temperature, although several
of the annular simulations predict within 100 K of the experimental data. The flat
power shape is not an accurate representation of the power shape in the fuel. A
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proper shape would show some slight edge peaking due to self shielding effects that
would lower the centerline temperature predictions.

Figure 5.53: AMP Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 3
The combined plot of both FRAPCON and AMP results, Figure 5.54, shows both
codes over predicting the centerline temperature, but with AMP predicting closer
to the experimental data. Because of the differences in powers simulated by the
two codes, if AMP used the correct power, then FRAPCON would need a lower
power input which would result in lower temperature predictions by that code. If the
opposite is true and FRAPCON used the correct power, then the AMP predictions
would increase with the proper power simulated.
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Figure 5.54: Combined Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 3
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5.4.4

Rod 2

Rod 2 was constructed with a large pellet-to-clad gap and with the control pellet
density.
Figure 5.55 gives the power history for the irradiation of rod 2. Both the first 20
steps and the entire rod history are shown.

(a) First 20 Irradiation Steps

(b) Entire Irradiation

Figure 5.55: Power History for IFA-432 Rod 6 at Thermocouple

Clad Outer Temperature
Figures 5.56 and 5.57 show the FRAPCON and AMP clad outer surface temperatures.
The Dirichlet and Robin BCs can be seen for each code, as well as, the effects of
FRAPCON’s oxidation model.
Figure 5.58 shows a combined plot of both the AMP and FRAPCON results. The
average temperatures over all of the simulations, vary between the codes by less than
2 K, over the 20 time steps, except for the low power periods. From the average,
there is an approximate spread of ± 9 K, which is attributable to the different BC’s
and is like the previous rods.
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Figure 5.56: FRAPCON Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 2

Figure 5.57: AMP Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 2
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Figure 5.58: COMBINED Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 2

Clad Inner Surface Temperature
Figure 5.59 shows the clad inner surface temperatures predicted by both FRAPCON
and AMP. The range of the AMP and FRAPCON predictions is consistent with
the range in boundary conditions. However, the average temperatures of the AMP
simulations are about 8 to 10 K lower than the FRAPCON values for all but the first
time step. These simulations behave in the same manner as those for rod 3.
Because of the lower predicted temperatures in AMP, the pellet surface temperature predictions should likewise be lower than FRAPCON’s assuming the same gap
heat transfer coefficient. More investigation is required to determine why the power
inputs agree between the code for the first time step, but not for the latter steps.
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Figure 5.59: Combined Clad Inner Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 2

Pellet Surface Temperature
Figures 5.60 and 5.61 show the pellet surface temperature plots. The spread in
the temperature predictions for AMP and FRAPCON is quite large for this rod in
particular.
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Figure 5.60: FRAPCON Pellet Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 2

Figure 5.61: AMP Pellet Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 2
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Figure 5.62 shows the predicted pellet surface temperature from both FRAPCON
and AMP. Again, the AMP predictions cover an extremely large range that bound the
FRAPCON predictions until after 40 irradiation days. From that point forwards, both
AMP and FRAPCON simulate an extremely large range in pellet surface temperature,
with AMP predicting lower temperatures on average. This may be due in part to
the nature of the geometry of the model. The large gap increases the resistance to
heat transversing the gap. The average simulation temperatures from AMP are below
those from FRAPCON, which was an expected result, due to the lower clad inner
surface temperature predictions in AMP.

Figure 5.62: Combined Pellet Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 2
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Centerline Temperature
FRAPCON results:
The centerline temperature predicted by the four FRAPCON evaluations for the
first 20 irradiation periods of rod 2 are shown in Figure 5.63. The simulations over
predict centerline temperatures by more than 100 K up until day 30 and then, predict
within 100 K for the annular simulations for the remainder of the irradiation steps.

Figure 5.63: FRAPCON Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 2

AMP results:
Figure 5.64 shows a comparison of the centerline temperature calculated by the
eight AMP simulations for the first 20 irradiation periods with the flat power shape.
Like FRAPCON, AMP over predicts the centerline temperature for a majority of the
simulations. After 25 days, the simulations begin to bound the experimental data.
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Figure 5.64: AMP Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 2
The combined plot of both FRAPCON and AMP results, Figure 5.65, shows the
average temperatures from the AMP simulations usually closer to the experimental
value than those of FRAPCON. A noticeable discrepancy is observable between
the experimental data and the AMP and FRAPCON results.

Specifically, the

third irradiation step shows much higher predicted centerline temperatures than the
experimental measurements. A look at the experimental data set shows that this
is a likely compilation error. The linear heat generation rate values given for this
time step are greater than the preceding time steps, but a lower respective centerline
temperature is recorded.‡

‡

This discrepancy has been communicated to Larry Ott and his OECD/NEA working group
committee via email, on Friday July 27, 2012.
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Figure 5.65: Combined Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 2
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5.4.5

Rod 1

This rod was a control for the effects studied in this experimental set.

It was

constructed with the “normal” gap size and pellet density.
Figure 5.66 gives the power history for the irradiation of rod 1. Both the first 20
steps and the entire rod history are shown.

(a) First 20 Irradiation Steps

(b) Entire Irradiation

Figure 5.66: Power History for IFA-432 Rod 6 at Thermocouple

Clad Outer Temperature
Figures 5.67 and 5.68 show the FRAPCON and AMP clad outer surface temperatures.
The Dirichlet and Robin BCs can be seen for each code, as well as, the effects of
FRAPCON’s oxidation model.
Figure 5.69 shows a combined plot of both the AMP and FRAPCON results. The
average temperatures over all of the simulations, vary between the codes by less than
2 K, over the 20 time steps, except for the low power periods. From the average,
there is an approximate spread of ± 9 K, which is attributable to the different BC’s
and is like the previous rods.
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Figure 5.67: FRAPCON Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 1

Figure 5.68: AMP Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 1
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Figure 5.69: COMBINED Clad Outer Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 1
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Clad Inner Surface Temperature
Figure 5.70 shows the clad inner surface temperatures predicted by both FRAPCON
and AMP. The range of the AMP and FRAPCON predictions is consistent with
the range in boundary conditions. However, the average temperatures of the AMP
simulations are about 8 to 10 K lower than the FRAPCON values for all but the
first time step. Because the clad inner surface temperature is dependent only on
power, clad conductivity and the coolant side boundary condition, and the BC
and conductivity are no different than the previous simulations, there must be a
specific issue with the consistency of the power between the FRAPCON and AMP
simulations.
Because of the lower predicted temperatures in AMP, the pellet surface temperature predictions should likewise be lower than FRAPCON’s assuming the same gap
heat transfer coefficient. More investigation is required to determine why the power
inputs agree between the code for the first time step, but not for the latter steps.

Figure 5.70: Combined Clad Inner Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 1
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Pellet Surface Temperature
Figure 5.71 shows the predicted pellet surface temperature from both FRAPCON
and AMP. The first time step is in good agreement, as expected, because the gap
conductance and clad inner surface temperatures match between the codes. The
AMP simulations predict higher temperatures than FRAPCON, for each time step
before 30 days, except two. This is mainly an artifact of the lower gap heat transfer
coefficient in the AMP simulation causing a larger predicted temperature drop across
the gap, which hides the effects of the low clad inner surface temperature. After the
30 days, the low clad temperature dominates causing AMP to under predict pellet
surface temperatures.

Figure 5.71: Combined Pellet Surface Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 1
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Centerline Temperature
FRAPCON results:
The centerline temperature predicted by the four FRAPCON evaluations for the
first 20 irradiation periods of rod 1 are shown in Figure 5.72. The simulations over
predict centerline temperatures by more than 100 K, for a majority of the time
periods, except for the lower power steps and the initial time step.

Figure 5.72: FRAPCON Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 1

AMP results:
Figure 5.73 shows a comparison of the centerline temperature calculated by the
eight AMP simulations for the first 20 irradiation periods with the flat power shape.
Like FRAPCON, AMP over predicts the centerline temperature, although several
of the annular simulations predict within 100 K of the experimental data. AMP
also predicts within the target area of the experimental data for the time steps
after day 46. This is probably a direct manifestation of the lower pellet surface
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temperature predictions, however. The flat power shape used in AMP is not an
accurate representation of the power shape in the fuel. A more edge peaked model
should lower the centerline temperature predictions.

Figure 5.73: AMP Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 1
The combined plot of both FRAPCON and AMP results, Figure 5.74, shows both
codes over predicting the centerline temperature, but with AMP predicting closer
to the experimental data. Because of the differences in powers simulated by the
two codes, if AMP used the correct power, then FRAPCON would need a lower
power input which would result in lower temperature predictions by that code. If the
opposite is true and FRAPCON used the correct power, then the AMP predictions
would increase with the proper power simulated.
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Figure 5.74: Combined Fuel Centerline Temperature: IFA-432 Rod 1
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The Advance Multi-Physics (AMP) fuel performance code is currently being developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory under the direction of the DOE. An
initial release has already been submitted to RSICC, the Radiation Safety Information
Computational Center. This thesis was written to establish a working basis for the
progress of the current development and capabilities of the AMP code. A careful
comparison with two experimental benchmark datasets from the Nuclear Energy
Agency’s International Fuel Performance Experiments Database, IFA-432 and IFA597, was performed. Additionally, FRAPCON-3.4 was used to evaluate the same
datasets in order to make a code-to-code comparison with AMP.
It was found that AMP, as it currently stands in the developmental process, gives
comparable results with the experiments and with the predictions of FRAPCON. This
was in spite of some modeling bugs. It is important to remember, that important
physical processes intrinsic to nuclear fuel behavior have yet to be incorporated into
the AMP code, including, fission gas release, plenum pressure, and two-way coupling
of the thermal-mechanical solutions. However, the results demonstrate that the
addition of these and other phenomenon will serve to fine tune the fidelity of the
AMP simulations, especially over the lifetime of the fuel.
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6.1

IFA-597mox

Rods 1 and 2 from the IFA-597 irradiation campaign were made from MOX fuel
pellets. Rod 1 used solid pellets while rod 2 was constructed entirely of annular
pellets.
The nature of the MOX fuel is such that the radial power profile is much flatter
than that of traditional UO2 fuel. This quickly became apparent with the AMP
analysis of the two rods. When the default diffusion power shape (generated for
midlife UO2 fuel) was used, the centerline fuel temperatures were significantly under
predicted from the experimental results.

Defining a flat power profile in AMP

generated results that bounded the experimental data for rod 1. The results with
the different power shapes showed that the power shape in the pellet is extremely
important in the outcome of the centerline temperature calculation.
AMP currently employs a fixed radial diffusion power shape, that is edge-peaked
to a degree consistent with a fuel burn-up for mid-life UO2 fuel. Fresh fuel without
the buildup of plutonium on the edge will have edge peaking to a lesser degree,
meaning more power in the center of the pellet and therefore, a higher centerline
temperature. AMP is in the process of being couple with DENOVO, a 3-dimensional
neutronics package in SCALE, which will allow the calculation for the appropriate
pellet radial power shape “on the fly”. This will allow for burn-up dependent power
shapes, which in turn will allow for the evaluation of high burn-up fuel, without the
need for empirically derived power shape fits.
Rod 2 was modeled, but a bug in properly defining the input power resulted
in centerline temperature predictions that were, on average, 150 K below the
experimental data. The cause of this discrepancy is being investigated.
Good agreement was seen between the temperature predictions of AMP and
FRAPCON for the clad inner and pellet surface temperatures for rod 1 and consistent,
though different, values for rod 2. The implementation of a Jens-Lotts correlation in
AMP would be beneficial for a more precise calculation of the clad outer boundary
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condition, and result in a decrease in the range of the temperatures for the clad inner
surface.
The entire irradiation histories for rods 1 and 2 were also evaluated in AMP.
Considering the fact that the initial value for the gap conductance was used for
all the irradiation steps, the results were excellent. The AMP results consistently
followed the experimental data. As additional physics is implemented, the results
should track even better with the experimental data.

6.2

IFA-432

The five rods from the IFA-432 database were made of traditional UO2 fuel. The
fuel pellets in each rod were unique for the experiment, with rods 1, 2, and 3 having
various gap sizes, the fuel of rod 5 having a lower density, and the fuel of rod 6 having
significantly smaller grain sizes.
For rods 1, 2, and 3, AMP was found to generally over predict the experimental
fuel centerline temperatures, but to a lesser degree than FRAPCON. The AMP
temperatures were affected by two considerations. First, a flat power profile was used,
whereas, a slight edge peaked profile could be expected for fresh fuel. Second, the
power inputs given for the AMP and FRAPCON simulations differed except for the
first time step. AMP’s power was lower, contributing to the predictions of clad inner
surface, pellet surface, and centerline temperatures being lower than those predicted
in FRAPCON. The cause for the power discrepancy is still being investigated.
For rods 5 and 6, the AMP simulations bounded the experimental centerline data,
even predicting, on average, closer to the experimental data than the FRAPCON
simulations. The power inputs between the two codes for these rods was shown to be
consistent when comparing clad inner temperatures. Both the default diffusion and
flat power power profiles were used for simulating these rods. The diffusion shape
was found to cause the AMP simulations to under predict centerline temperature by
more than 100 K. In the case of fresh fuel, the flat shape is a better assumption,
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even though some edge peaking due to self shielding effects can still be expected.
Once neutronics is couple with AMP, the generation of an accurate, time-dependent
power profile will be possible that should produce results that are even closer to the
experimental data.
A comparison of the clad outer surface temperatures showed two things:
1. When using the Dirichlet BC with the clad set to 513.15 Kelvin, FRAPCON
applied this to the outside of an oxide layer that grows with time. This makes
the outside clad temperature increase with time as well. AMP maintains the
same Dirichlet condition throughout the irradiation. An oxide model is being
developed for AMP that will take into affect the slow change in clad outer
conditions throughout a fuel irradiation.
2. The flux leaving the clad for each irradiation period varies. The experimenters
recorded surface temperatures of the clad based upon the Jens-Lotts correlation.
These temperatures were given to FRAPCON in order to generate the “Robin”
boundary condition simulations. AMP was given an actual heat flux, either
of the first time step, or averaged over the 20 steps that were investigated,
based on the FRAPCON evaluation. Therefore, the clad outer temperature, as
predicted by AMP did not always match the experimental values. A Jens-Lotts
correlation is currently being added into AMP that will enable the modeling of
the fuel with time dependent boundary conditions.
Despite the additional physics that require addressing in AMP, the code still
predicts results within the ballpark of the experimental centerline temperatures for
all five rods, and performs especially well for rods 5 and 6.

6.3

Future Work

The process of validating the AMP nuclear fuel performance code will be ongoing
throughout its development. Determining the cause or causes for the discrepancies
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in power between AMP and FRAPCON for rods 1, 2 and 3 of the IFA-432 database,
and rod 2 of the IFA-597 database is a priority. Specific evaluations in the near future
will include looking at the mechanics for rods 2, 3, and 6 of IFA-432, rods 1 and 2 of
IFA-597, and thermo-mechanical behavior for rod 8 of IFA-597. As plenum pressure,
FGR, 2-way thermo-mechanical coupling, neutronics, etc. are incorporated into the
AMP code, these experiments will be re-evaluated, providing feedback on the proper
implementation of these physical effects.
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Appendix A
Challenges with Developmental
Software
AMP is a nuclear fuels code that is currently in development!

It has many

developers working on many different parts and sections all at the same time. As
a result, the code is not always guaranteed to function correctly, let alone, at all
times, or for that matter, to even compile. Patience and diligence on the part of users
and communication with the developers is essential to reduce frustrations and delays.
From the experimenter’s point of view, one key thought comes out on top. AMP
is not finished!

All of the physics that are required to accurately model the

behavior of nuclear fuel are not implemented as of yet. That does not mean that
useful results cannot be obtained, or that modeling experiments is of no use. Feedback
from the experimenter’s needs and requirements, when communicated back to the
developers, can lead to the introduction of new models and processes in the code in
a timely fashion.
Examples of this include:
1. Scaling correction for heat conduction Robin BC on the outside of the pellet
and inside of the clad
2. Gap heat transfer coefficient that will take time varying input.
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Experimenter use of AMP while it is in development also helps to discover bugs and
errors that need to be corrected.
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Appendix B
Code Inputs
The attached file (DATA.zip) contains the input files for both the FRAPCON
and AMP analyses. The ZIP file is broken into subdirectories separating the different
files.

B.1

FRAPCON3.4

The following FRAPCON input files are found in: /DATA/Inputs/FRAPCON/
IFA-432:
ROD 1:
1. 432r1 PowerOnly hollow short inp.txt 3. 432r1 PowerTemp hollow short inp.txt
2. 432r1 PowerOnly solid short inp.txt

4. 432r1 PowerTemp solid short inp.txt

ROD 2:
1. 432r2 PowerOnly hollow short inp.txt 3. 432r2 PowerTemp hollow short inp.txt
2. 432r2 PowerOnly solid short inp.txt
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4. 432r2 PowerTemp solid short inp.txt

ROD 3:
1. 432r3 PowerOnly hollow short inp.txt 3. 432r3 PowerTemp hollow short inp.txt
2. 432r3 PowerOnly solid short inp.txt

4. 432r3 PowerTemp solid short inp.txt

ROD 5:
1. 432r5 PowerOnly hollow short inp.txt 3. 432r5 PowerTemp hollow short inp.txt
2. 432r5 PowerOnly solid short inp.txt

4. 432r5 PowerTemp solid short inp.txt

ROD 6:
1. 432r6 PowerOnly hollow short1 inp.txt 3. 432r6 PowerTemp hollow short inp.txt
2. 432r6 PowerOnly solid short inp.txt

4. 432r6 PowerTemp solid short inp.txt

IFA-597:
ROD 1:
1. 597r1 PowerOnly hollow inp.txt

5. 597r1 PowerTemp hollow inp.txt

2. 597r1 PowerOnly hollow short inp.txt 6. 597r1 PowerTemp hollow short inp.txt
3. 597r1 PowerOnly solid inp.txt

7. 597r1 PowerTemp solid inp.txt

4. 597r1 PowerOnly solid short inp.txt

8. 597r1 PowerTemp solid short inp.txt

ROD 2:
1. 597r2 PowerOnly hollow inp.txt

3. 597r2 PowerTemp hollow inp.txt

2. 597r2 PowerOnly hollow short1 inp.txt 4. 597r2 PowerTemp hollow short1 inp.txt

B.2

AMP

The following AMP input files are found in: /DATA/Inputs/AMP/
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B.2.1

AMP Input Generator Inputs:

IFA-432:
ROD 1:
1. inp 432r1 20h d

5. inp 432r1 20s d

2. inp 432r1 20h da

6. inp 432r1 20s da

3. inp 432r1 20h r

7. inp 432r1 20s r

4. inp 432r1 20h ra

8. inp 432r1 20s ra

ROD 2:
1. inp 432r2 20h d

5. inp 432r2 20s d

2. inp 432r2 20h da

6. inp 432r2 20s da

3. inp 432r2 20h r

7. inp 432r2 20s r

4. inp 432r2 20h ra

8. inp 432r2 20s ra

ROD 3:
1. inp 432r3 20h d

5. inp 432r3 20s d

2. inp 432r3 20h da

6. inp 432r3 20s da

3. inp 432r3 20h r

7. inp 432r3 20s r

4. inp 432r3 20h ra

8. inp 432r3 20s ra

ROD 5:
1. inp 432r5 20h d

5. inp 432r5 20s d

2. inp 432r5 20h da

6. inp 432r5 20s da

3. inp 432r5 20h r

7. inp 432r5 20s r

4. inp 432r5 20h ra

8. inp 432r5 20s ra
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ROD 6:
1. inp 432r6 20h d

5. inp 432r6 20s d

2. inp 432r6 20h da

6. inp 432r6 20s da

3. inp 432r6 20h r

7. inp 432r6 20s r

4. inp 432r6 20h ra

8. inp 432r6 20s ra

IFA-597:
ROD 1:
1. inp 597r1 20h d

6. inp 597r1 20s da

2. inp 597r1 20h da

7. inp 597r1 20s r

3. inp 597r1 20h r

8. inp 597r1 20s ra

4. inp 597r1 20h ra

9. inp 597r1 ah d

5. inp 597r1 20s d

10. inp 597r1 as d

ROD 2:
1. inp 597r2 20h d

4. inp 597r2 20h ra

2. inp 597r2 20h da

5. inp 597r2 20s d

3. inp 597r2 20h r

6. inp 597r2 ah d

B.2.2

AMP Inputs:

IFA-432:
ROD 1:
1. 432r1 20h d

5. 432r1 20s d

2. 432r1 20h da

6. 432r1 20s da

3. 432r1 20h r

7. 432r1 20s r

4. 432r1 20h ra

8. 432r1 20s ra
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ROD 2:
1. 432r2 20h d

5. 432r2 20s d

2. 432r2 20h da

6. 432r2 20s da

3. 432r2 20h r

7. 432r2 20s r

4. 432r2 20h ra

8. 432r2 20s ra

ROD 3:
1. 432r3 20h d

5. 432r3 20s d

2. 432r3 20h da

6. 432r3 20s da

3. 432r3 20h r

7. 432r3 20s r

4. 432r3 20h ra

8. 432r3 20s ra

ROD 5:
1. 432r5 20h d

9. d 432r5 20h d

2. 432r5 20h da

10. d 432r5 20h da

3. 432r5 20h r

11. d 432r5 20h r

4. 432r5 20h ra

12. d 432r5 20h ra

5. 432r5 20s d

13. d 432r5 20s d

6. 432r5 20s da

14. d 432r5 20s da

7. 432r5 20s r

15. d 432r5 20s r

8. 432r5 20s ra

16. d 432r5 20s ra

ROD 6:
1. 432r6 20h d

6. 432r6 20s da

2. 432r6 20h da

7. 432r6 20s r

3. 432r6 20h r

8. 432r6 20s ra

4. 432r6 20h ra

9. d 432r6 20h d

5. 432r6 20s d

10. d 432r6 20h da
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11. d 432r6 20h r

14. d 432r6 20s da

12. d 432r6 20h ra

15. d 432r6 20s r

13. d 432r6 20s d

16. d 432r6 20s ra

IFA-597:
ROD 1:
1. d 597r1 20h d

11. z 597r1 20h d

2. d 597r1 20h da

12. z 597r1 20h da

3. d 597r1 20h r

13. z 597r1 20h r

4. d 597r1 20h ra

14. z 597r1 20h ra

5. d 597r1 20s d

15. z 597r1 20s d

6. d 597r1 20s da

16. z 597r1 20s da

7. d 597r1 20s r

17. z 597r1 20s r

8. d 597r1 20s ra

18. z 597r1 20s ra

9. d 597r1 ah d

19. z 597r1 ah d

10. d 597r1 as d

20. z 597r1 as d

ROD 2:
1. d 597r2 20h d

6. z 597r2 20h d

2. d 597r2 20h da

7. z 597r2 20h da

3. d 597r2 20h r

8. z 597r2 20h r

4. d 597r2 20h ra

9. z 597r2 20h ra

5. d 597r2 ah d

10. z 597r2 ah d
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Appendix C
Code Output
The attached file (DATA.zip) contains the output files for both the FRAPCON and
AMP analyses. The ZIP file is broken into subdirectories separating the different
files.

C.1

FRAPCON3.4

The following FRAPCON output files are found in: /DATA/Outputs/FRAPCON/
IFA-432:
ROD 1:
1. 432r1 PowerOnly hollow short.s

3. 432r1 PowerTemp hollow short.s

2. 432r1 PowerOnly solid short.s

4. 432r1 PowerTemp solid short.s

ROD 2:
1. 432r2 PowerOnly hollow short.s

3. 432r2 PowerTemp hollow short.s

2. 432r2 PowerOnly solid short.s

4. 432r2 PowerTemp solid short.s
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ROD 3:
1. 432r3 PowerOnly hollow short.s

3. 432r3 PowerTemp hollow short.s

2. 432r3 PowerOnly solid short.s

4. 432r3 PowerTemp solid short.s

ROD 5:
1. 432r5 PowerOnly hollow short.s

3. 432r5 PowerTemp hollow short.s

2. 432r5 PowerOnly solid short.s

4. 432r5 PowerTemp solid short.s

ROD 6:
1. 432r6 PowerOnly hollow short1.s

3. 432r6 PowerTemp hollow short.s

2. 432r6 PowerOnly solid short.s

4. 432r6 PowerTemp solid short.s

IFA-597:
ROD 1:
1. 597r1 PowerOnly hollow.s

5. 597r1 PowerTemp hollow.s

2. 597r1 PowerOnly hollow short.s

6. 597r1 PowerTemp hollow short.s

3. 597r1 PowerOnly solid.s

7. 597r1 PowerTemp solid.s

4. 597r1 PowerOnly solid short.s

8. 597r1 PowerTemp solid short.s

ROD 2:
1. 597r2 PowerOnly hollow.s

3. 597r2 PowerTemp hollow.s

2. 597r2 PowerOnly hollow short1.s

4. 597r2 PowerTemp hollow short1.s
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C.2

AMP

The following AMP input files are found in: /DATA/Outputs/AMP/
These contain compiled axial curve data extracted from AMP silos files. These files
take up much less space, and contain all of the data from which the graphs in this
thesis were generated.
IFA-432:
ROD 1:
1. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r1 20h d.CMPcurve
2. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r1 20h da.CMPcurve
3. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r1 20h r.CMPcurve
4. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r1 20h ra.CMPcurve
5. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r1 20s d.CMPcurve
6. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r1 20s da.CMPcurve
7. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r1 20s r.CMPcurve
8. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r1 20s ra.CMPcurve
9. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r1 20h d.CMPcurve
10. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r1 20h da.CMPcurve
11. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r1 20h r.CMPcurve
12. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r1 20h ra.CMPcurve
13. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r1 20s d.CMPcurve
14. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r1 20s da.CMPcurve
15. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r1 20s r.CMPcurve
16. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r1 20s ra.CMPcurve
17. Temperature CtrL 432r1 20h d.CMPcurve
18. Temperature CtrL 432r1 20h da.CMPcurve
19. Temperature CtrL 432r1 20h r.CMPcurve
20. Temperature CtrL 432r1 20h ra.CMPcurve
21. Temperature CtrL 432r1 20s d.CMPcurve
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22. Temperature CtrL 432r1 20s da.CMPcurve
23. Temperature CtrL 432r1 20s r.CMPcurve
24. Temperature CtrL 432r1 20s ra.CMPcurve
25. Temperature PELLET surface 432r1 20h d.CMPcurve
26. Temperature PELLET surface 432r1 20h da.CMPcurve
27. Temperature PELLET surface 432r1 20h r.CMPcurve
28. Temperature PELLET surface 432r1 20h ra.CMPcurve
29. Temperature PELLET surface 432r1 20s d.CMPcurve
30. Temperature PELLET surface 432r1 20s da.CMPcurve
31. Temperature PELLET surface 432r1 20s r.CMPcurve
32. Temperature PELLET surface 432r1 20s ra.CMPcurve
ROD 2:
1. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r2 20h d.CMPcurve
2. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r2 20h da.CMPcurve
3. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r2 20h r.CMPcurve
4. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r2 20h ra.CMPcurve
5. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r2 20s d.CMPcurve
6. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r2 20s da.CMPcurve
7. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r2 20s r.CMPcurve
8. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r2 20s ra.CMPcurve
9. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r2 20h d.CMPcurve
10. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r2 20h da.CMPcurve
11. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r2 20h r.CMPcurve
12. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r2 20h ra.CMPcurve
13. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r2 20s d.CMPcurve
14. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r2 20s da.CMPcurve
15. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r2 20s r.CMPcurve
16. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r2 20s ra.CMPcurve
17. Temperature CtrL 432r2 20h d.CMPcurve
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18. Temperature CtrL 432r2 20h da.CMPcurve
19. Temperature CtrL 432r2 20h r.CMPcurve
20. Temperature CtrL 432r2 20h ra.CMPcurve
21. Temperature CtrL 432r2 20s d.CMPcurve
22. Temperature CtrL 432r2 20s da.CMPcurve
23. Temperature CtrL 432r2 20s r.CMPcurve
24. Temperature CtrL 432r2 20s ra.CMPcurve
25. Temperature PELLET surface 432r2 20h d.CMPcurve
26. Temperature PELLET surface 432r2 20h da.CMPcurve
27. Temperature PELLET surface 432r2 20h r.CMPcurve
28. Temperature PELLET surface 432r2 20h ra.CMPcurve
29. Temperature PELLET surface 432r2 20s d.CMPcurve
30. Temperature PELLET surface 432r2 20s da.CMPcurve
31. Temperature PELLET surface 432r2 20s r.CMPcurve
32. Temperature PELLET surface 432r2 20s ra.CMPcurve
ROD 3:
1. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r3 20h d.CMPcurve
2. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r3 20h da.CMPcurve
3. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r3 20h r.CMPcurve
4. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r3 20h ra.CMPcurve
5. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r3 20s d.CMPcurve
6. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r3 20s da.CMPcurve
7. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r3 20s r.CMPcurve
8. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r3 20s ra.CMPcurve
9. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r3 20h d.CMPcurve
10. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r3 20h da.CMPcurve
11. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r3 20h r.CMPcurve
12. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r3 20h ra.CMPcurve
13. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r3 20s d.CMPcurve
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14. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r3 20s da.CMPcurve
15. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r3 20s r.CMPcurve
16. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r3 20s ra.CMPcurve
17. Temperature CtrL 432r3 20h d.CMPcurve
18. Temperature CtrL 432r3 20h da.CMPcurve
19. Temperature CtrL 432r3 20h r.CMPcurve
20. Temperature CtrL 432r3 20h ra.CMPcurve
21. Temperature CtrL 432r3 20s d.CMPcurve
22. Temperature CtrL 432r3 20s da.CMPcurve
23. Temperature CtrL 432r3 20s r.CMPcurve
24. Temperature CtrL 432r3 20s ra.CMPcurve
25. Temperature PELLET surface 432r3 20h d.CMPcurve
26. Temperature PELLET surface 432r3 20h da.CMPcurve
27. Temperature PELLET surface 432r3 20h r.CMPcurve
28. Temperature PELLET surface 432r3 20h ra.CMPcurve
29. Temperature PELLET surface 432r3 20s d.CMPcurve
30. Temperature PELLET surface 432r3 20s da.CMPcurve
31. Temperature PELLET surface 432r3 20s r.CMPcurve
32. Temperature PELLET surface 432r3 20s ra.CMPcurve
ROD 5:
1. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r5 20h d.CMPcurve
2. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r5 20h da.CMPcurve
3. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r5 20h r.CMPcurve
4. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r5 20h ra.CMPcurve
5. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r5 20s d.CMPcurve
6. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r5 20s da.CMPcurve
7. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r5 20s r.CMPcurve
8. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r5 20s ra.CMPcurve
9. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r5 20h d.CMPcurve
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10. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r5 20h da.CMPcurve
11. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r5 20h r.CMPcurve
12. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r5 20h ra.CMPcurve
13. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r5 20s d.CMPcurve
14. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r5 20s da.CMPcurve
15. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r5 20s r.CMPcurve
16. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r5 20s ra.CMPcurve
17. Temperature CtrL 432r5 20h d.CMPcurve
18. Temperature CtrL 432r5 20h da.CMPcurve
19. Temperature CtrL 432r5 20h r.CMPcurve
20. Temperature CtrL 432r5 20h ra.CMPcurve
21. Temperature CtrL 432r5 20s d.CMPcurve
22. Temperature CtrL 432r5 20s da.CMPcurve
23. Temperature CtrL 432r5 20s r.CMPcurve
24. Temperature CtrL 432r5 20s ra.CMPcurve
25. Temperature PELLET surface 432r5 20h d.CMPcurve
26. Temperature PELLET surface 432r5 20h da.CMPcurve
27. Temperature PELLET surface 432r5 20h r.CMPcurve
28. Temperature PELLET surface 432r5 20h ra.CMPcurve
29. Temperature PELLET surface 432r5 20s d.CMPcurve
30. Temperature PELLET surface 432r5 20s da.CMPcurve
31. Temperature PELLET surface 432r5 20s r.CMPcurve
32. Temperature PELLET surface 432r5 20s ra.CMPcurve
33. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r5 20h d.CMPcurve
34. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r5 20h da.CMPcurve
35. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r5 20h r.CMPcurve
36. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r5 20h ra.CMPcurve
37. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r5 20s d.CMPcurve
38. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r5 20s da.CMPcurve
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39. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r5 20s r.CMPcurve
40. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r5 20s ra.CMPcurve
41. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r5 20h d.CMPcurve
42. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r5 20h da.CMPcurve
43. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r5 20h r.CMPcurve
44. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r5 20h ra.CMPcurve
45. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r5 20s d.CMPcurve
46. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r5 20s da.CMPcurve
47. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r5 20s r.CMPcurve
48. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r5 20s ra.CMPcurve
49. Temperature CtrL d 432r5 20h d.CMPcurve
50. Temperature CtrL d 432r5 20h da.CMPcurve
51. Temperature CtrL d 432r5 20h r.CMPcurve
52. Temperature CtrL d 432r5 20h ra.CMPcurve
53. Temperature CtrL d 432r5 20s d.CMPcurve
54. Temperature CtrL d 432r5 20s da.CMPcurve
55. Temperature CtrL d 432r5 20s r.CMPcurve
56. Temperature CtrL d 432r5 20s ra.CMPcurve
57. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r5 20h d.CMPcurve
58. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r5 20h da.CMPcurve
59. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r5 20h r.CMPcurve
60. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r5 20h ra.CMPcurve
61. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r5 20s d.CMPcurve
62. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r5 20s da.CMPcurve
63. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r5 20s r.CMPcurve
64. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r5 20s ra.CMPcurve
ROD 6:
1. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r6 20h d.CMPcurve
2. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r6 20h da.CMPcurve
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3. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r6 20h r.CMPcurve
4. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r6 20h ra.CMPcurve
5. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r6 20s d.CMPcurve
6. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r6 20s da.CMPcurve
7. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r6 20s r.CMPcurve
8. Temperature CLAD IN surface 432r6 20s ra.CMPcurve
9. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r6 20h d.CMPcurve
10. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r6 20h da.CMPcurve
11. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r6 20h r.CMPcurve
12. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r6 20h ra.CMPcurve
13. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r6 20s d.CMPcurve
14. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r6 20s da.CMPcurve
15. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r6 20s r.CMPcurve
16. Temperature CLAD OUT surface 432r6 20s ra.CMPcurve
17. Temperature CtrL 432r6 20h d.CMPcurve
18. Temperature CtrL 432r6 20h da.CMPcurve
19. Temperature CtrL 432r6 20h r.CMPcurve
20. Temperature CtrL 432r6 20h ra.CMPcurve
21. Temperature CtrL 432r6 20s d.CMPcurve
22. Temperature CtrL 432r6 20s da.CMPcurve
23. Temperature CtrL 432r6 20s r.CMPcurve
24. Temperature CtrL 432r6 20s ra.CMPcurve
25. Temperature PELLET surface 432r6 20h d.CMPcurve
26. Temperature PELLET surface 432r6 20h da.CMPcurve
27. Temperature PELLET surface 432r6 20h r.CMPcurve
28. Temperature PELLET surface 432r6 20h ra.CMPcurve
29. Temperature PELLET surface 432r6 20s d.CMPcurve
30. Temperature PELLET surface 432r6 20s da.CMPcurve
31. Temperature PELLET surface 432r6 20s r.CMPcurve
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32. Temperature PELLET surface 432r6 20s ra.CMPcurve
33. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r6 20h d.CMPcurve
34. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r6 20h da.CMPcurve
35. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r6 20h r.CMPcurve
36. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r6 20h ra.CMPcurve
37. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r6 20s d.CMPcurve
38. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r6 20s da.CMPcurve
39. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r6 20s r.CMPcurve
40. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 432r6 20s ra.CMPcurve
41. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r6 20h d.CMPcurve
42. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r6 20h da.CMPcurve
43. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r6 20h r.CMPcurve
44. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r6 20h ra.CMPcurve
45. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r6 20s d.CMPcurve
46. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r6 20s da.CMPcurve
47. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r6 20s r.CMPcurve
48. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 432r6 20s ra.CMPcurve
49. Temperature CtrL d 432r6 20h d.CMPcurve
50. Temperature CtrL d 432r6 20h da.CMPcurve
51. Temperature CtrL d 432r6 20h r.CMPcurve
52. Temperature CtrL d 432r6 20h ra.CMPcurve
53. Temperature CtrL d 432r6 20s d.CMPcurve
54. Temperature CtrL d 432r6 20s da.CMPcurve
55. Temperature CtrL d 432r6 20s r.CMPcurve
56. Temperature CtrL d 432r6 20s ra.CMPcurve
57. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r6 20h d.CMPcurve
58. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r6 20h da.CMPcurve
59. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r6 20h r.CMPcurve
60. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r6 20h ra.CMPcurve
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61. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r6 20s d.CMPcurve
62. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r6 20s da.CMPcurve
63. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r6 20s r.CMPcurve
64. Temperature PELLET surface d 432r6 20s ra.CMPcurve
IFA-597:
ROD 1:
1. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r1 20h d.CMPcurve
2. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r1 20h da.CMPcurve
3. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r1 20h r.CMPcurve
4. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r1 20h ra.CMPcurve
5. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r1 20s d.CMPcurve
6. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r1 20s da.CMPcurve
7. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r1 20s r.CMPcurve
8. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r1 20s ra.CMPcurve
9. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r1 ah d.CMPcurve
10. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r1 as d.CMPcurve
11. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r1 20h d.CMPcurve
12. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r1 20h da.CMPcurve
13. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r1 20h r.CMPcurve
14. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r1 20h ra.CMPcurve
15. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r1 20s d.CMPcurve
16. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r1 20s da.CMPcurve
17. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r1 20s r.CMPcurve
18. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r1 20s ra.CMPcurve
19. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r1 ah d.CMPcurve
20. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r1 as d.CMPcurve
21. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r1 20h d.CMPcurve
22. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r1 20h da.CMPcurve
23. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r1 20h r.CMPcurve
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24. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r1 20h ra.CMPcurve
25. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r1 20s d.CMPcurve
26. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r1 20s da.CMPcurve
27. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r1 20s r.CMPcurve
28. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r1 20s ra.CMPcurve
29. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r1 ah d.CMPcurve
30. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r1 as d.CMPcurve
31. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r1 20h d.CMPcurve
32. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r1 20h da.CMPcurve
33. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r1 20h r.CMPcurve
34. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r1 20h ra.CMPcurve
35. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r1 20s d.CMPcurve
36. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r1 20s da.CMPcurve
37. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r1 20s r.CMPcurve
38. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r1 20s ra.CMPcurve
39. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r1 ah d.CMPcurve
40. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r1 as d.CMPcurve
41. Temperature CtrL d 597r1 20h d.CMPcurve
42. Temperature CtrL d 597r1 20h da.CMPcurve
43. Temperature CtrL d 597r1 20h r.CMPcurve
44. Temperature CtrL d 597r1 20h ra.CMPcurve
45. Temperature CtrL d 597r1 20s d.CMPcurve
46. Temperature CtrL d 597r1 20s da.CMPcurve
47. Temperature CtrL d 597r1 20s r.CMPcurve
48. Temperature CtrL d 597r1 20s ra.CMPcurve
49. Temperature CtrL d 597r1 ah d.CMPcurve
50. Temperature CtrL d 597r1 as d.CMPcurve
51. Temperature CtrL z 597r1 20h d.CMPcurve
52. Temperature CtrL z 597r1 20h da.CMPcurve
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53. Temperature CtrL z 597r1 20h r.CMPcurve
54. Temperature CtrL z 597r1 20h ra.CMPcurve
55. Temperature CtrL z 597r1 20s d.CMPcurve
56. Temperature CtrL z 597r1 20s da.CMPcurve
57. Temperature CtrL z 597r1 20s r.CMPcurve
58. Temperature CtrL z 597r1 20s ra.CMPcurve
59. Temperature CtrL z 597r1 ah d.CMPcurve
60. Temperature CtrL z 597r1 as d.CMPcurve
61. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r1 20h d.CMPcurve
62. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r1 20h da.CMPcurve
63. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r1 20h r.CMPcurve
64. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r1 20h ra.CMPcurve
65. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r1 20s d.CMPcurve
66. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r1 20s da.CMPcurve
67. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r1 20s r.CMPcurve
68. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r1 20s ra.CMPcurve
69. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r1 ah d.CMPcurve
70. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r1 as d.CMPcurve
71. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r1 20h d.CMPcurve
72. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r1 20h da.CMPcurve
73. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r1 20h r.CMPcurve
74. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r1 20h ra.CMPcurve
75. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r1 20s d.CMPcurve
76. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r1 20s da.CMPcurve
77. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r1 20s r.CMPcurve
78. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r1 20s ra.CMPcurve
79. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r1 ah d.CMPcurve
80. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r1 as d.CMPcurve
ROD 2:
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1. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r2 20h d.CMPcurve
2. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r2 20h da.CMPcurve
3. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r2 20h r.CMPcurve
4. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r2 20h ra.CMPcurve
5. Temperature CLAD IN surface d 597r2 ah d.CMPcurve
6. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r2 20h d.CMPcurve
7. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r2 20h da.CMPcurve
8. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r2 20h r.CMPcurve
9. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r2 20h ra.CMPcurve
10. Temperature CLAD IN surface z 597r2 ah d.CMPcurve
11. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r2 20h d.CMPcurve
12. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r2 20h da.CMPcurve
13. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r2 20h r.CMPcurve
14. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r2 20h ra.CMPcurve
15. Temperature CLAD OUT surface d 597r2 ah d.CMPcurve
16. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r2 20h d.CMPcurve
17. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r2 20h da.CMPcurve
18. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r2 20h r.CMPcurve
19. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r2 20h ra.CMPcurve
20. Temperature CLAD OUT surface z 597r2 ah d.CMPcurve
21. Temperature CtrL d 597r2 20h d.CMPcurve
22. Temperature CtrL d 597r2 20h da.CMPcurve
23. Temperature CtrL d 597r2 20h r.CMPcurve
24. Temperature CtrL d 597r2 20h ra.CMPcurve
25. Temperature CtrL d 597r2 ah d.CMPcurve
26. Temperature CtrL z 597r2 20h d.CMPcurve
27. Temperature CtrL z 597r2 20h da.CMPcurve
28. Temperature CtrL z 597r2 20h r.CMPcurve
29. Temperature CtrL z 597r2 20h ra.CMPcurve
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30. Temperature CtrL z 597r2 ah d.CMPcurve
31. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r2 20h d.CMPcurve
32. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r2 20h da.CMPcurve
33. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r2 20h r.CMPcurve
34. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r2 20h ra.CMPcurve
35. Temperature PELLET surface d 597r2 ah d.CMPcurve
36. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r2 20h d.CMPcurve
37. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r2 20h da.CMPcurve
38. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r2 20h r.CMPcurve
39. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r2 20h ra.CMPcurve
40. Temperature PELLET surface z 597r2 ah d.CMPcurve
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